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Program gives to community

By Donna Carmichael
Deily senior staff writer
Chancellor Charles B. Reed said access
to the California State University system
is key, even in the midst of an influx of
students descending on the system,
known as Tidal Wave II, during a visit to
San Jose State University.
"The CSU is all about access to education. That is our great mission. The public
colleges and universities of California
have done much to make California the
great competitive market it is," he said
during a press conference for SJSU’s student media Wednesday.
Reed said he worries about SJSU
becoming impacted the way San Diego
State University has unable to accept
all the students who need to attend and
meet entrance requirements.
"I’d like to see campuses on the quarter
system, such as California State
University Hayward, change to the
semester system because they are too
inefficient. Quarters are more expensive
to run and they would serve students better if they were on the semester system,
he said.
SJSU is on semesters.
The chancellor said he spent part of the
morning visiting nearby Washington
Elementary school and was impressed
with their proeffins helping the 90 percent Latino enrollment get ready fooihigher education.
"They are working to change peoples’
lives," he said.
. Reed said concerns about the CSU’s
administration placing too much emphasis on the kindergarten through grade 12
population at the expense of the needs of
enrolled students were short-sighted.
The CSU needs to be involved with the
curriculum of the state’s kindergarten
through grade-12 population its future
students, he said. A rigorous collegiate
program at the high schools not tests
such as SAT and ACT is the best predictor of success at the university level,
Reed said.
"Scoring high on those tests means
you’re good at taking those kinds of tests.
Those tests have a lot of biases built into
them. You are going to see those tests fall
away in the next five years," he said.
Reed said the CSU must move toward
year-round classes and offer flexible
courses to help accommodate a diverse
population. Students raising families
would benefit from courses of three to 15
weeks duration, he said.
Todd Brown, one of Caret’s student
interns attending the press conference,
sAid he thought Chancellor Reed made a
’good impression with the campus media.
"By coming to the campus and talking
With the student press, he showed that he
Ceres," Brown said.

Members of First Immanuel Lutheran Church in downtown San Jose have been working for the
past 14 years to feed local residents through the church’s organization: Community Outreach
Ministry Endeavor. Sixteen-year-old Jeremy Wormington tosses loaves of bread to his mother,
Connie Sorensen (left), and Deanna Bye as they fill more than 150 bags of food for the last evening
giveaway before Thanksgiving. The volunteers distribute food three times a week to families on
their weekly and bi-weekly programs, serving more than 530 families a month.

Glowing memories
World AIDS Day sparks candlelight vigil
By Liz Clout man
Deily staff writer
The San Jose State
University AIDS quilt part
of the national AIDS quilt
was draped over a table near
the altar of the Spartan
Memorial. Twenty people had
gathered there for a candlelight procession, the final
event in observance of World
AIDS Day Tuesday.
In the center of the offwhite quilt, a blue and green
globe and the words "San Jose
State University World AIDS
Day, 1999" were appliqueed. A
loop of red ribbon was pinned
on the continent of Africa,
where AIDS has become an
epidemic. SJSU students had
written on the quilt messages
such as "Jesus loves you,’
*Remember" and the Greek
letters of fraternities and
sororities.
Aims Malik, a senior
majoring in environmental
in
studies, mune to,theireminabranoe ,of a
gaiter, who had died of

MALLOY

"That (his death) brought it
closer to home," Malik said.
"I’m here to show support."
Rabbi Daniel Pressman of
Congregation Beth David in
Saratoga, spoke briefly before
the candlelight procession
began.
"There’s a lot of confusion
affliction,"
this
about
Pressman said. "The AIDS
issue has gotten tangled with
people’s views of homosexuality. Many people read the passages of scripture against
homosexuals quite literally."
Pressman said one should
not make judgments on how
anyone contracts the disease.
"God cants for every human
being," he said. ’Healing isn’t
just the mechanics of medicine. Healing I. also to be present for the person who is suffering, to be present and listen."
After lighting white candles, the small group, led by
a silent proPressman,
cession aroubna;lhe campus.

See Vigil, page 7

the past three-and-aFor
hal f years, Yolanda
Alvarado has been able
to feed a family of 12 four
generations living in the
same house with free food
from Community Outreach
Ministry Endeavor.
"Since I started coming
here, they give good things,"
48-year-old Alvarado said.
"We use it all, even the
clothes."
Free food and clothing are
only two of the four services
provided by First Immanuel
Lutheran Church through
their community outreach
program. The program has
four different ministry areas:
visits to the Amor Residential
Care Home on North 21st
Street, ministering at the
Santa Clara County Jail on
Hedding and First streets, a
clothing giveaway named the
Clothes Closet, and a food
program called Feed the
Sheep.
An average of 20 volunteers feed more than 2,000
hungry mouths a month with
tree food from the ministry’s
food and clothing location on
the corner of Third and San
Salvador streets. According to
the organization’s manager,
Mac Warner, the building’s
close proximity to the San
Jose State University campus has allowed some students to complete community
service hours by helping distribute food and clothes.
Roughly 1,100 bags leave
the outreach ministry’s building weekly in the arms of
downtown residents, the
manager said. Three days a
week, five to seven volunteers
fill grocery bags full of food to
give away.
"I have never met a more
committed group of people,"
said Robert Newton, pastor of
First Immanuel. "This is the
most incredible congregation
I’ve ever seen."
Two of those congregation
members are Warner and
Wynne Sontag, the ministry’s
food and clothing director.
Warner is the only one financially compensated for his
average of 30 hours of work
per week. Warner said none

of the other members of the
ministry endeavor are paid,
but they’re rewarded in their
own way.
"I just love the program.
It’s the thing I like to do," volunteer Deanna Bye said. "It’s
just neat to help people."
The 57-year-old Bye said
she was a member of First
Immanuel before the beginning of Feed the Sheep in
1985. She and other volunteers began providing counseling assistance and regular
visitations to local board and
care homes in 1980. Then, the
church began Clothes Closet
in 1981.
But for Bye and other
members of the congregation,
that wasn’t enough.
"I felt there was something
I needed to do," Bye said. "I
wanted to do more. We do it
for the Lord, really."
After helping to collect
donations and gather an
average of 20 volunteers, Bye
accomplished her desires to
do more by being a part of.
Feed the Sheep’s first food
giving evening.
...,441slie had 12 families that
first night," Bye recalled. "I’ll
never forget. It just amazes
me because that’s how it was
the first night and it just
grew."
According to Bye, members of the church chose the
name "Feed the Sheep" based
on
the Bible passage
Matthew 25:35-40, a verse in
which Jesus commends his
people for taking care of
those in need.
And that’s what Bye said
they do. She explained the
team’s original goal was not
to create a crutch for the families that receive food from
them. Existing food programs
in 1985 only provided food
once every three months, or
once a month, but the congregation at First Immanuel
wanted to provide assistance
more often than that for the
people in their community.
One community member,
Mary Cisneros, had a great
impression of the organization after her first visit.
See Helping, page 6

Students knock new UPD building
By Clarissa Aljentera
Deily staff writer
Dan Espinosa wondered why the
University Police Department needs a
15,000-square-foot space in front of the
Seventh Street Garage.
Espinosa offered up a solution and said
UPD should renovate the Victorian house
across the way and put the police in there.
The new building, currently under construction, will be three stories high, but UPD
will only use the first two floors.
The third will rented out to a yet unnamed tenant, UPD Detective Philip
Kearney said.
The current UPD station, has been in use
since the late 1970s, UPD Sergeant Leon
Aguirre said.
It is located in the parking lot behind
Duncan Hall.
The new UPD station, scheduled to be
completed in May 2000, will cost close to $6
million, said Jim Zavagno, associate director
of planning, design and construction.
"It is being funded through the UPD
Traffic and Operation fund," Zavagno said.
New furnishings will also be included in the
new facility, said Kearney.
University police declined to comment on
the origin of funding for the project.
Currently they are in an inadequate space,

See Station, page
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Gladys Mondale I Spartan Deily
down
a
flight
of
stairs
as
construction
continues
Wednesday on
walks
Lopez
Juan
Laborer
the new University Police Department. adjacent to the Seventh Street Garage. Completion of
the building is scheduled for May 2000.
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should not be
kept in captivity

Internet provides
quick, tax-free
shopping option

Clarissa Alienura
STAFF

hile most students are busy
finishing up the
semester with finals,
and
presentations
papers, the Christmas
is
in
full
shopping season
swing.
In a not-so-quiet fashion, this busy time of
year is passing us all by, and at about the same
time the semester ends, unprepared students
will surely be tossed head first into the insanity
that is mall shopping.
With Internet shopping at its most popular
be
level since its inception, many shoppers
engage in shopping
they lazy or efficient will
their
gift
over the Internet

for all or some of

needs.
The benefits of shopping online are apparent.
ever engaged in the activity,
To anyone who
not having to go through the hassles of going to
a real -life retail outlet is most likely the premier

has

advantage to

letting your mouse do

the walking.

traffic and physical confrontation
. can be avoided by using your modem instead of
your car to get gifts. Oftentimes, the online
Parking,

retailer will wrap and ship any gifts a shopper
buys directly to the recipient at a nominal cost.
It seems online shopping has everything reguexcept for one thing.

lar shopping does

Missing from most online transactions is any
form of sales tax, unless purchased from a retailer

within

the

same

state

as

the

shopper.

A

Pokemon bought by someone in California from
an online retailer based in California will incur
state sales tax.
However, that same consumer buying from a
company in Ohio will not have to pay any state
sales tax.
The prospect of avoiding paying sales tax on
gifts is attractive to online shoppers, but may
have detrimental effects on various municipalities in the future.

Star

In a recent Kansas City
story, Randy
Arndt, National League of Cities spokesman
said,

"If people are not paying sales tax

as dee-

trosic COMIDOPOd grows, what. you are doing is
shifting a higher percentage of the cost of services to the sales taxes collected.over the counter
or to property taxes, income-Liiizaw.and other
sorts of things."
Arndt’s position is one mirrored by municipalities, who are realizing that online shoppers’
avoidance can hurt them when future, or even

public services need funding.
In addition, companies that may potentially
be asked to collect sales tax on a national scale
could have to shell out in excess of $25,000, the
article stated.
current,

As municipalities, as well as the federal government seek to continue to proyide for their citizens, these
could be used to

tax revenues
just augment
current services.
for reaping this bounty
should not be overlooked, as it could prove to be
a benefit, in the event of an economic lapse.
States and cities could look to the reserves
gained from Internet sales tax and continue to
provide services, instead of cutting back.
expand
The

not

opportunity

Jason Stull ts a Spartan Daily staff writer

Deadly mistakes in hospitals too frequent
4g I t. costs an arm or a

to patients was the last thing
leg" is
she wanted to do while sufferDIVING
not just an expression
ing from sleep deprivation.
that means something is
Doctors do what they can,
expensive. For some people, it’s
IIV7’0 THE
but it’s not enough. They don’t
the result of using a fouled
have all the answers, and it
American health care system.
WRECK
frightens me that patients
They wake up in hospitals
trust them completely with
with one less appendage.
their money and their lives.
We’ve all heard the unbelievLaurie Phillips
Like everything else in this
able horror stories doctors
country, the American medical
removing the wrong organs,
system is a business. And
amputating limbs unnecessarily
and administering the wrong medication. It’s hard to although it promises first to "do no harm," the fact is
imagine these things still happen, when people are often-prescribed, mainstream methods of treatment
schooled professionally for years before even practic- aren’t always the best.
They’re merely what doctors have been taught to
ing on patients. But it does and it’s even more compractice. Ever wonder why doctors don’t call it "permon than you think.
Between 44,000 and 98,000 people die each year fection?"
When researching breast cancer for a story almost
from medical malpractice, said hospital and health
care executives in a major study reported in a year ago, I learned some surprising things about
Tuesday’s Wall Street Journal. The fact that the fig- treatment. Patients are usually told chemotherapy is
ures are so high is scary. Even scarier, though, is how the best fix. They’re not told long-term survival rates
easy it is for these things to occur. Doctors can’t pos- are low
. for those opting for, .the treatments, nor, are
sibly know Oerj.rt ing out there about medicine, so they informed poilons used in World War II combat
comprise the same materials.
they specialize. Wrong diagnoses happen..
One Woman with whom I spoke refused American
But a single word can wield just as much power.
A couple decades back, when my mother worked treatment entirely. She left the country for a week in
admitting patients to Stanford Hospital, she saw Mexico, where she said the majority of patients, treatsomething that frightened her. It was a case of some- ed there with alternative forms of medicine, were
American doctors. She joked about the row of
thing that didn’t happen ... but almost did.
The procedure was to be a routine one an elder- Beemers in the parking lot.
I’m wondering what those doctors know that we
ly gentleman undergoing a knee operation. As she
filled out the paperwork, my mom noticed him clutch- don’t.
The researchers who conducted the study admit
ing his right knee. Yet she distinctly saw the word
the system in place now fails. They’re calling for
"left" scrawled on the forms.
My mother asked a nurse who told her, yes, it was mandatory public reporting of all errors that lead to
to be his left knee. But my mother still had reserva- serious injury or death. They aspire to cut the reporttions, so she walked over to the man and asked him ed numbers in half.
They’ve admitted a disturbing thought fault lies
personally.
"Are you kidding?" he replied, upon learning of the in the system, not with individuals who make poor
it’s my body! I decisions. But in the meantime, the researchers mereerror. "I don’t care what’s on paper
know it’s the right." He chuckled nervously, lifting his ly acknowledged the problem exists. Their suggestions for improvement are vague.
eyebrows in her direction. "Could you imagine?"
Let’s hope they take this as seriously as their
Exactly the question far too many people can
answer, unfortunately, from experience. Sometimes patients do. It’s something to think about, pre-operation,
while lying there waiting for the medication to
misplaced
medical
all it takes is bad handwriting or
kick in. Which box did that nurse check on my chart?
charts.
The situation itself likely lends to mistakes. Ever It looks like
Sweet dreams.
watched a crew of doctors in a hospital? They’re frantic, weary and overworked. Thirty hours at a time,
Laurie Phillips is a Spartan Daily copy editor
with little or no sleep, is common. One intern, quoted
"Diving Into The Wreck" appears Thursdays.
Tuesday in the San Jose Mercury News, said tending

WitITIA

ater park enthusiasts may not
only be able to
swim with the fish in their
tank, but may ride on the
back of an orca. For almost
$200, aquatic fans can
spend their summer days
underwater at Discovery Cove, a water park
which is slated to open next summer by AnheuserBusch, the beer company.
It seems money can purchase almost anything
these days: an all-day swim with a dolphin or
tropical fish is now included. This experience may
be fine for the hordes of kids who can’t wait to
hang onto a stingray gracefully moving through
the water, but for the hundreds of animals who
will be captured for this adventure, their take on
the experience would probably be completely different.
Most likely the people working for the park will
need to go out into the wild and catch whatever
animals the public is most willing to see. And
depending on the demand for orcas, dolphins and
tropical fish, the park would need to provide an
adequate school of fish to keep the guests happy.
Animals in the wild are meant to be admired in
their natural environment and no amount of
money should subject them to captivity.
For the price, people going to the parks wouldn’t be surrounded by large crowds swimming with
the numunals. The concept of the park is to give

guests

a break from the long lines and hype of

theme parks. So they will scale the park down and
let fewer people in than other parks do.
Great tourist idea. Great way to teach kids
about aquatic life. But who is concerned about the
animals?
Remember the movie, "Free Willy?" After the
first movie of the series was finished, their "free"
orca had to go back into captivity. The concept of
"Willy" was to let the captured animal go back to
the wild and experience freedom. In the movie, a
young teenage boy took it upon himself to free the
whale from his water tank. However, Keiko, who
played."Y’ree Willy" in the scene when the whale
jumped over the wall, was sent to, a-Mexice,Gity
amusement park where the orca suffered from
lung infections and warty lesions.
The issue with Keiko could resurface again in
the future with animals that will be kept in captivity. How about the health and well-being of
each animal? If the stingrays weren’t up for their
hundredth swim around the pond, who is to say
they should be forced to swim? The sea park made
claims that the mammals would be tame, but that
doesn’t mean they will behave all of the time.
Earlier this year the body of a visitor

to

SeaWorld in Orlando, Fla. was pulled from the
killer whale tank. The visitor allegedly went
swimming in the tank after hours. The cause of
death was unknown at the time, but there were no
signs of trauma, according to a sheriff’s
spokesperson.
Indeed, no signs of trauma were found, but the
whale could have taken the visitor around the
tank and used him as a toy, tossing him in the air
to fall back into the tank repeatedly.
If visitors of the sea park want to swim with
the animals that bad, they should rent a boat for
a day, sail out into the ocean and just stop when
they see marine life.

Clarissa Aljentera is a Spartan Daily staff writer

A.S. Board should have done a better job proving its raises were deserved
A.S. Board of Directors may still
The
be underpaid, despite the raises
they recently gave themselves.
On the other hand, they might be vastly overpaid.
While the 13 directors are among the
lowest paid in the area, the president and
executives are among the highest paid.
The president received a $250 raise
and now makes $1,000 a month, the two
other executives went from $350 to $700
and the 13 directors went from $106 to
$250. One thing is for sure though, we,
and more importantly the students of San
Jose State University, don’t really know
for sure how much any of them should be
making.
For the record, the executive editor of

the Daily receives $1,000 a month and the
other editors receive $800. The positions
are full-time. The Daily also receives
about 12 percent of its budget from the
Instructionally Related Activites fee that
students contribute to.
For all we know, each and every one of
the members of the board might be the
hardest working student representatives
we could ever hope for.
Conversely, maybe they do hardly any
work at all. The problem is just that.
There’s no evidence either way.
While we don’t doubt that they all put
in numerous hours, we’ve seen very little
actual results and we’re the ones who
are supposed to know. Most of their time
this semester seems to have been spent on

that students who volunteer for this kind
of work aren’t doing it for the money. Just
like people don’t join city councils or water
boards for the money, A.S. Directors
should do this out of a sense of civic duty.
The reasons for taking on the thankarguing over raises rather than making
sure the A.S. Child Care Center gets fin- less job of serving in school government is
ished on time or the AS. laptop rental ser- not the issue here. The point is what are
vice gets running by the way, both of these directors and executives doing that
those things have been in the works since justify their raises? We don’t know.
What we do know is that all the raises
before the current administration.
We realize that $250 is not nearly are retroactive to the beginning of the
semester
for the directors and to the begintrying
to
while
enough to make a living on
pay for books, tuition and, most of all, rent ning of the summer for the executives.
What we also know is that nary a word
in the Bay Area. But we were under the
impression being an A.S. Director was not was heard from students regarding these
raises, despite some "efforts" by A.S. to get
a full-time job.
We were also under the impression student feedback.
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Maybe students just don’t care about
how much money their student representatives make. Maybe students didn’t feel
the need to speak up because they felt the
raises were deserved. Maybe they were.
But more of an effort should have been
made to get student input. Putting the
raise on a special ballot doesn’t seem
unrealistic to us. That way A.S. would
have been forced to justify their raises to
students and maybe students would have
granted them even more money.
In the end, it doesn’t matter. The A.S.
Board got its raise. The least it should do
is prove it was deserved.
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So, what are you doing for New Year’s
Eve?
The Spartan Daily wants to know how
you plan to celebrate the end of the

century. Tell us your plans by e-mail at
sdaily@jmc.sjsu.edu, attn: opinion editor. A list of the party plans will be
published Dec. 6, 1999. No names will
be included.

Readers are encouraged to express themselves on
the Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an
issue or point of view that has appeared in the
Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan
Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel
and length. Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the
Editor box at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight
Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax to (408) 924-3237,
e-mail at SDAILY@jmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
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Condom use imperative
Ifelt the need to write after
reading "Talking Heads" on
Nov. 17. This concerns Singh’s
response to "Who should carry
condoms, men or women?" I’m
paraphrasing here that Singh
said: "If a woman doesn’t trust a
guy she should carry the condom,"
and "I don’t feel like using one."
Both of these comments got me so
angry I just had to write to you.
My first response to someone
such as Singh it it’s not about
trust, it’s about protecting one’s
self against unwanted pregnancy.
Do you really want to become a
father when you’re still in college,
Mr. Singh? Or are you the type
that says, oh well, on to my next
conquest, that’s her problem.
Secondly, the fact that there is
a little known disease being
spread around by having unprotected sex called AIDS. I know it’s
only been around for the last 20
years or so and not many people
have heard of it. In the latest sta-

tistics from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention,
the group that is getting infected
at the highest rate is young peopie between the ages of 16 and 25.
Another good reason to use a con dom,
I would also like to point out
that using a condom is very good
protection against other kinds of
sexually transmitted diseases
such as herpes, genital warts,
syphilis and gonorrhea and the
list goes on. So using a condom is
not about trust, it is about your
life and living it to the fullest
without a lot of baggage because
of unprotected sex.
I also know that the safest sex
out there is no sex at all, but I
don’t believe in taking it that far.
Matthew Cocchi
nursing program

Be a man, tell it like it is

T

his is actually a letter to Mr.
Bad Example regarding his
column from Nov. 23.
What happened, man? You
were so close to perfection, laying
it all down on the line, telling it
just like it is. I understand that
you set yourself up to be on bootyrestriction for at least a week
with your cold truth, but at least
you had the guts to tell it just like
it is.
You were a shining example of
what it is to be a dude. That is,
until your last line, "and many
lonely nights sleeping on the
couch." That is one point you did
NOT need to expose. Women do
not need to any more reasons to
push us around (always bitching
when we want to watch sports), or
any more ideas as to HOW to

push us around.
Women always want men to be
sensitive and caring, but the
moment we show some emotion,
like when Walter Payton just
died, they want to use it against
us. We know what they really like.
They like us for the rude, inconsiderate and insensitive people
we are (at times, anyway, sure).
Women are confusing this is
true and the sooner they realize how simple our needs are, the
sooner we can all get along. Just
leave me alone on Monday nights.
So thank you Mr. Bad Example
for telling it like it really is.
Ian Caton
English

Jose

State

University
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Musical
stereotypes
Although Mike Osegueda
focuses on the "typical" rap
fan in the Nov. 18 article
("Stereotypes stem from unlikely
music), he speaks indisource
rectly about stereotypes of people
who’ve learned to appreciate
music.
These stereotypes include the
notion that any listener is romantic, strictly right-brained, too sentimental and impractical. At the
same time, we might know people
who we wouldn’t have inititally
thought enjoyed music if it
weren’t for their breaking the
stereotypes formed by our own
ignorance.
Admittedly, I did not think
these stereotypes existed, especially considering music a "uniat least I
versal language"
wanted to think they didn’t exist.
However, not until I went to the
Listening Hour concert earlier
that day and not until reading
Osegueda’s timely article did I
think about how we can pass prejudice for fact and not see past our
assumptions.
Before the concert began, the
performers were introduced partly by major. Not all chose music or
even the arts (as I had expected);
a few have pursued "technical,
more practical" fields. I was taken
aback by the idea that music
could be such an integral part of
someone who’s not entirely "left brained" after all. Up to that
point, some of the audience
memebers, including myself,
thought otherwise.
Stereotyping is much easier to
do than confront, yet when confronted, we likely will become
more conscious about the judgments we make.
Jaime Ramirez
English
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Today
Mosaic
Multicultural Issues Forum, 12
p.m. to 2 p.m. in Mosaic, third floor
of the Student Union. For more
information, call 924-6255 or e-mail
cultureseemail.sjsu.edu.
SJSU Artist Guild
Christmas sale, 9 a m. to 4 p.m.
in the art quad across from the
Student Union. For more information, call Joe Battiato at 924-4316.
SJSU Artique Staff Arts and
Crafts
Staff arts and crafts show and
sale, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m in the Student
Union, third and fourth floors. For
more information, call Maria Romo
at 924-2592.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
10 a.m. to 4 p.m in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call John or
Jenny at 924-4330.
School of Journalism and Mass
Communications
Convocation ticket sales, 10 a.m.
to 4 p m. on the first floor of
Dwight Bentel Hall. For more information, call Kerry Hall at 292-1825
or e-mail
decconvocation@hotmail.corn.
Library Donations and Book
Sales
Ongoing book sales, 10 a.m to 4
p.m. in Clark Library, Room 408.
For more information, call the
acquisitions department at 9242705.
School of Music and Dance
Company One dance show, 7
p.m. in the University Theatre. For
more information, call Loressa at
292-6494.
The Listening Hour
Latin jazz ensemble: Eleven member ensemble performs classic
Latin jazz favorites, 12:30 p.m. to

1:15 p.m. in the Music building
Concert Hall. For more information, call Joan Stubbe at 924-4631.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Taize prayer Ecumenical
prayer for Christians, 7 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Center, 300 S.
10th St. For more information, call
the Rev. Bob Barry or Dick Roe at
938-1610.
Counseling Services
Stress workshop, 3:30 p.m. to
4:45 p.m in the Administration
building, Room 269. For more information, call Jill Steinberg or John
Reid at 924-5910.
SJSU Karate Club
Mandatory meeting for all club
officials and members, new members welcome to attend, 5 p.m.
Location to be announced.

Friday

School of Music and Dance
’Images of Dance," 11 a.m. and 7
p.m. in the Danoe Studio Theater,
Spartan Complex, Room 219. For
more information, call Lo
McGowan at 292-6494.
L.D.S. Students Association
Come participate in our
Christmas tree trimming and
potluck. All students welcome,
12:30 p.m. at the San Jose
Institute, 66 S. 7th St. For more
information, call 286-3313.
Jewish Student Union Hillel
Chai Tech Hanukkah, 6 p.m.
at the Hill.) house, 336 E. William
St. For more information, call
Arlene or Lindsay at 286-6669.
Chinese Campus Fellowship
Farewell party, 230 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. in the Almaden room, Student
Union. For more information, call
Amy Lee at 298-4693.

Muslim Student Association
Friday prayer, 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.
in the Costanoan room, Student
Union. For more information, call
971-8347.

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Christmas clothes drive boxes
in Washburn Hall and Joe West
Hall, or call the hotline to have
clothing picked up at 924-6915.

Choral Activities Department
Twenty-fourth annual scholarship concert, 8 p.m. in the
Cathedral Basilica of St. Joseph.
For more information, call the
Choral Activities department at
924-4332.

Who’s Who
Now accepting nominations for
students to be selected in the 19992000 Who’s Who Among Students
in American Universities and
Colleges. Forms available in the
Student Life Center, deadline is
Dec. 3, 1999. For more information,
call 924-05950.

Human Performance
Department
Aerobicthon, 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in
Spartan Complex Central, Room
44. For more information, call Carol
Sullivan at 924-3022.
The Liberal Studies Society
Mandatory planning meeting for
all graduating seniors who plan on
going to convocation, 12 p.m. to 1
p.m in the Guadalupe room,
Student Union. For more information, call Chris Attwood at (510)
791-3075, ext. 2.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily mass, 12:10 p.m. to 12:35
p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Center, 300 S. 10th St. For more
information, call the Rev. Bob
Barry at 938-1610.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge
to students, faculty and staff The deadline
for entries a noon, three day. before desired
publication date Entry forms are available
in the Spartan Daily War, Space restrictions may require editing of submissions-

NONWEST FINA NCIA L

NOR WEST FINANCIAL CALIFORNIA, INC.
A DIVISION OF WELLS FARGO AND COMPANY
NOT JUST A JOB-A CAREER
Norwest Financial California, Inc., a division of Wells Fargo
and Company, has recently expanded throughout the Bay Area
and has immediate and ongoing openings available for careerminded individuals. The entry level position, Credit Manager,
offers a comprehensive training program which leads to
Branch Management in as early as 18 months. Norwest
Financial is the nation’s leader in the Consumer Finance
industry. Founded in 1897, Norwest Financial has branch
offices in 47 of the 50 states, including over 80 offices
throughout the state of California. If you are looking for a
rewarding career in the financial services industry, have an
outgoing personality, and possess a strong desire to succeed,
you will want to respond. Requirements include a Business or
related degree with a GPA of 2.7 or better, strong oral and
written communication skills, prior sales experience a plus.
We are interested in all recent graduates (96-99), as well as
upcoming December/99 - December/2000 graduates. Norwest
Financial offers a very competitive salary and benefits package
and a great
opportunity for rapid advancement.
Internships are also available. Please fax resume to:

Norwest Financial California, Inc.
489 E. Calaveras Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035
Attn: Phil O’Brien - Branch Manager
Phone: 1-408-946-8601
1-408-946-8613
Fax:

STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Standford Teacher Education Program
(STEP)
is now recruiting!

lb leach is to Much a cie Areper
STEP is a unique twelve-month program (summer plus
the academic year) leading to a Master of Arts in
Education and a California Professional Clear Single
Subject Teaching Credential. You also obtain
Crosscultural, Language, and Academic Development
(CLAD) certification.

Application deadline: January 3, 2000

For more informantion and/or an application:
Contact the STEP Office at
susanb@leland.stanford.edu or
call (650) 723-4891.
1 http://www.stanford.eduidept/SUSE/navigation/programsnayfrm.html
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WTO protests continue
SEATTLE (AP)
As arrests
mounted and National Guard
troops patrolled outside, delegates
from 135 nations tried Wednesday
to resuscitate global trade talks
that thousands of protesters had
brought to a standstill the day
before.
While the streets were calmer
Wednesday, police were still firing
tear gas at demonstrators near
President Clinton’s hotel as night
fell.
In another slap at the president, delegates from Third World
countries turned a cold shoulder
on Clinton’s personal appeal that
they soften their resistance to
including environmental protection and labor standards in trade
negotiations they hope to launch
this week.
Giving a luncheon address to
trade ministers from the 135
member countries of the World
Trade Organization, Clinton
pressed the U.S. case that the new
trade talks should work to eliminate the secrecy that shrouds
WTO deliberations and search for
ways to tie trade agreements to
worker rights and environmental
protection.
"I implore you," Clinton said.
"let’s continue to find ways to
prove that the quality of life of
ordinary citizens in every country
can be lifted, including basic labor
standards and an advance on the
environmental front."
But Clinton received only lukewarm applause at the end of his

However, that effort is being
strongly resisted by developing
countries, which make up more
than 100 of the 135 members of
pepper gas and plastic pellets into the WTO. They see this effort as
clumps of demonstrators who veiled protectionism, allowing the
were blocking streets around the United States and other rich
downtown theater where the countries to impose stiff tariffs on
WTO had planned to hold its imports from the developing countries under the guise that those
opening ceremonies.
In contrast to opening day, the countries are not providing suffiWTO meetings got under way on cient protections for worker rights
schedule on Wednesday with and the environment.
But Clinton, talking to apple
more than 1,000 delegates filling
chairs in a giant auditorium at farmers at the Seattte port at his
appearance
public
the convention center to listen to first
trade ministers give speeches in Wednesday, said these issues had
support of their negotiating posi- to be dealt with to broaden the
consensus in support of free trade
tions.
However, the WTO, without in all countries.
"We need to draw together and
explanation, canceled a night
reception by WTO Director deal with the legitimate concerns
General Mike Moore for the 135 of the legitimate protesters in the
streets," the president said.
country delegations.
He was even stronger, in an
Meanwhile, the real work of
the meetings, which are sched- interview published Wednesday
uled to end Friday, was going on in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
behind closed doors. U.S. Trade In addition to a working group on
Charlene the link between trade and labor,
Representative
Barshefsky and other trade min- he said the United States wants
isters haggled over exactly what the WTO to go further and develitems would be covered in a new op core labor standards on such
round of trade negotiations the issues as child labor.
"They ought to be a part of
WTO hopes will be launched this
every trade agreement, and ultiweek.
Clinton is pushing to have mately I would favor a system in
environmental and labor issues which sanctions would come for
included in the talks to address violating any provision of a trade
the concerns of U.S. labor unions agreement," Clinton said, expressand environmental groups, two ing a much tougher line than U.S.
major constituencies of the negotiators have taken up until
now.
Democratic Party.

Talks resume as streets calm; 400 arrests
speech, during which at least two
delegates listened with their eyes
closed.
Clinton said the WTO must listen to the voices of the overwhelming group of peaceful protesters who came to Seattle.
"I condemn the small number
who were violent and who tried to
prevent you from meeting, but I
am glad the others showed up,"
the president told the WTO delegates. "They represent millions of
people who are now asking questions" about the rules of world
trade.
Determined to project a business-as-usual air, Clinton stuck to
a schedule that had him touring
Seattle’s busy port facilities and
delivering speeches touting the
benefits of open trade there and to
the WTO delegates.
But as Clinton’s limousine
returned to his hotel for the night,
police clashed with demonstrators
a few blocks away, firing tear gas
that wafted along the streets outside the hotel.
Police, worried about security,
locked the doors for a time, not
allowing reporters or other pests
to leave the hotel.
Skirmishes between police and
the protesters lasted for several
hours as authorities cleared
streets and Mayor Paul Schell
declared a second all-night curfew

AMP

in the downtown area.
Schell also put into effect a new
24-hour curfew policy restricting
access to areas immediately
around the WTO meeting site
until midnight Friday, when the
talks are scheduled to be over.
Clinton’s brief trips were along
city streets that had the air of a
boarded-up windows,
war zone
trash on sidewalks and other remnants of Tuesday’s violent clashes.
Seattle police, stunned by the
chaos in the streets on Tuesday,
called in 200 unarmed National
Guard troops and 300 state police
to help keep calm Wednesday
and to enforce a no-protest zone in
the downtown area. Authorities
also had declared a state of emergency and imposed a night curfew.
The police, who saw their
efforts to exercise restraint backfire, greatly intensified the pace of
arrests, rounding up about 400
by
nightfall
demonstrators
Wednesday. That total included
200 demonstrators arrested in a
city park just two blocks from
Clinton’s hotel.
On Tuesday, which was to have
been the opening day of WTO
activities, demonstrators had
rampaged through the downtown
area, breaking windows in dozens
of buildings, vandalizing patrol
cars and buses and setting fires.
Police dressed in riot gear fired
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*****Nake mp, freedomloving oitizene111****
It’s a new dawn,
the thought police are at
the door and all they want
you to do is visit a nice;
little web site called
Live365.com. Just type in
the URL and what at first
seems a pleasant diversion is soon an all -consuming sonic passion. Your
sight, your day, Your wrong
your right. And before you
buoy It, you’re hypnotised
An front In your computer
speakers for the umpteenth
Amy in a row and little
Jaw and Jane Alesciaa are
&dodgier allegiance to the
canadian flog. Resist temp- )
tationl Read out

Dig Brother’s:: d
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***+**ignore the follow4ngat
own perrA++++++:

wag

Darryl Jackson aka DJ Darryl
she
?RS DONTRI-ATOR aka Rasta D
?His unlicensed DJ’s (Death
isckeyl)
’ X can quit listeniag apy time
reggae show now has 100,000
desperate addicts.How many more want.
must fall under his spell before Nail biting, slouching,
we awaken from our slumber???
’ close’ dancing --these aro things
you can quit. Live365.con is not.
Pretty soon, you’ll be skipping work.
Kids will be playing hooky. And
who’s that sitting in your barca-

MYTH 2

**this *curious" pattern appeared
On. morning in an Idaho cornfield.
Time handiwork of an oversealous
farmer and his mower? Think
againIIIIII
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’All you’re gamma feel is good."
Sure, tho "tunes, seen good, the
DJ. seen good, it’s all good.
I!! At FIRST!!! But than you’re hook
ed and the turntables turn. Just how
’good" are you gonna feel when you
have to move what’s left of your
belongings into a box car?!?

’lounger? Why it’s
Sadden Russeinl

fig. 2
figl.
tig.3
Ineeiligence sourc will "neiUigr
dim’ the so-called
isixbrbsawe inscaous Brain -Devolution associated with repeated
exposure to said *broadcasting’
procedure (Aive365.can. )
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‘Timm mmucLa cia time ndumropt ha good."
That’s Just what the Trilateral Commission (aka the
Illuminati aka the !gilderbergers) wants you to belizve.
Wake up, Nancy! Free Music
no
leads directly to Free Loveand next thing you know you’re’
keeping time to the music with
a big dose of the Clap!
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Helping
Continued from pg 1

Two days before Thanksgiving, almost 100 people
lined the ministry’s building waiting to receive food.
The 20- to 30-minute wait is typical on Thursday
nights. Normally, only about a dozen people have to
wait in line on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.

"I like it," the pregnant mother of
two said. "Because it’s Christian, I
think people donate more to them. I
think because it’s a smaller organization you get the good stuff where at
other places, the not so good stuff is
usually left for those who really need
it."
In addition to benefiting from food
and clothes, those on the program also
used to be able to attend money management and nutrition information
classes. Because of various modifications, these classes are no longer part
of the program, Bye said. But they
were originally established to help
families become financially stable.
"We wanted to help people get back
on their feet," Bye said. ’We’ve had
some that have gone off and gotten
jobs and finished schooling. Some
have written letters and thanked us.
You don’t hear it a lot, but receiving
word from one is like hearing from a
hundred."
Warner shared a story from one of
the few who returned to give their
thanks to the organization.
"One guy I remember, who was
with us for a few months, had a thick
beard and Colombo-type trench coat.
One evening he walked in and placed

Weekly volunteers from First Immanuel Lutheran Church pray before giving out
free food to families in the Community Outreach Ministry Endeavor food program.

his (ministry) card on the desk and
said, ’Thank you very much folks. I’ve
found a job, so I won’t be needing this
anymore. God bless you.’ And he
walked out," Warner recalled.
Today, 14 years since its beginning,
the outreach program serves about
530 families every month. According
to Warner, the number of bags of groceries each family receives varies
depending on the number of people in
the family. Each bag of food is worth
between $15 and $20, but it is given
free to those in the program.
Each person desiring to enter the
program must show photo identification, proof of current address and a
birth certificate or California state
identification card, a medical immunization card or any identification
with proof of name and birth date on
it for each member of their family
that will use the food, Warner said.
They’re issued a card valid for six
months that must be marked after
each visit. They are only able to
receive food twice a month.
In addition to the bi-weekly program, there is also a weekly program
which requires families to also show
proof of income and major expenses.
This information is evaluated by the
church’s review board, and families
are chosen based on need. Currently,

Volunteer Deanna Bye and Mac Warner, manager of the ministry’s food
program, remain busy after everyone else has gone home. They tally the
number of families served that day and add new families,profile to their computer files.
there are about 80 families on the
weekly program, according to Warner.
The downtown-residential boundaries that determine whether a family is in an eligible zip code to receive
food are set by Second Harvest Food
Bank, located on Curtner Avenue. The
food bank is the main supplier of food
for Feed the Sheep.
According to the outreach min-

From its location on Third and San Salvador streets, the organization is able to serve
more than 2,000 downtown residents a month.

istry’s monthly report, the church
spends about $1,250 a month out of
their own pocket.
"We’re really very favored with
Second Harvest because we serve
families with children," director
Sontag said.
Cindy McCown, director of services
at Second Harvest, appreciates the
work the volunteers do at First
Immanuel.
"They are very committed to the
cause and to be flexible to serve the
people’s needs," McCown said. "They
do an excellent job in really working
with the people. In many cases they
can know the people they’re serving
and are able to do it on an individual
basis. That’s important."
But the volunteers do more than
just serve people’s physical needs. Bye
said they seek to serve people’s spiritual needs as well.
Volunteers insert pamphlets, called
tracts into the bags of food. The tracts
discuss how a person can have a relationship with Jesus. By giving the
tracts, Bye said the volunteers are
sharing with the people why Jesus
makes a difference in their own lives,
offering them the joy and peace they
experience.
contemplating sui"One lady
cide and then she read our tract and
decided not to. I just cried," Bye said.
"It really touched me, and I had goose
bumps. I’ll just never forget the.
phone call."
To Bye, helping people like that
woman is what the ministry is all
about. She doesn’t see the wom.iii
often now. She said most people only
come when they are in need of food.
"People have a conscience," Bye
said. "They only take what they
need."
Downtown
resident
Audrey
Adkins, who came to the food and
clothing program this Thanksgiving
season for the first time in almost two
years, doesn’t abuse the privilege of
receiving free food.
"I only come when I really, really
need it," Adkins said. "Otherwise, I let
others who need it have it."
And there are many others who
need it. like Alvarado and her family.
"It’s hard to buy new clothes today,"
said Alvarado, whose granddaughter,
Yolanda, "shops" at the Clothes
Closet.
"I love this place!" the 9-year-old
exclaimed as she headed for the door
carrying an armful of "new" clothes.

Warner hands Maria Garcia milk from the ministry’s supply of extra
food items people can pick from, in addition to their grocery bag
allowance. Garcia speaks no English. Warner speaks no Spanish.
Clothes Closet visitor Milo Cisneros digs through mounds of clothing to find the perfect outfit for his 1 year-old daughter. Mary, his expecting wife, waits patiently while he searches. The Clothes Closet is one
facet of Community Outreach Ministry Endeavor.

Photos and text by Jessica Malloy
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Station
Continued from pg 1
Zavagno said.
Examples of tight space in the
current building are the dozens of
police bikes that are being stored
in the cadet area of the basement
and the computers that are
placed at the same height and
within inches of each other in the
dispatch area, located on the first
floor of the UPD building.
After feasibility studies were
conducted Planning, Design and
Construction had decided the
front of the Seventh Street
garage was the area that would

be the most beneficial for the station, Zavagno said.
"We looked at a lot of alternatives," Zavagno said. "It has taken
at least two years to plan."
Some alternatives they looked
at were the corner of San
Fernando and Tenth streets and
renovating the Industrial Studies
building, which is located on the
east side of campus behind the
Student Union.
Sophomore Devin McQuarrie
said that the Seventh Street area
could have been used for parking
but is fine in terms of UPD’s
accessibility to campus.
"They will have more space
and
street
access,"
said
McQuarrie, who pointed to the
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driveway leading up the garage.
"The dorms are here and this is a
neutral space on campus."
Maryann Ferrer had other
thoughts on the structure.
Ferrer, a freshman in business
marketing, thought the threestory structure was going to be an
addition to the Seventh Street
garage.
"It could have been used for
other things. Why are you building one when you have one,"
Ferrer said.
"Five million dollars is a lot of
money," Ferrer said. "You have to
hire more police to fill the place.
The police station is kind of
dumb."
Graduate student Dee Dee

University

Kiyota said the money that was
allocated for the new police building could have been spent toward
a new garage instead.
"I park in Seventh Street. The
station is a waste of time and
money, we are in need of spaces
more than anything," said Kiyota,
a student in human performance.
As for Espinosa, who was baffled by the amount of money that
was spent on building the new
structure, his frustration has led
him to parking off campus and
walking to school.
"You can’t find parking on
campus. There should be more
parking on campus or nearby.
After all, this is a commuter
school."

Forbes’ newest ad gets personal on Bush

(.1irb Corpora / %parian Daily

Marchers walked through campus looping around the Event
Center and the Student Union during a candle-light vigil held on
World AIDS Day Monday. The vigil, organized by Peer Health
Education, is one of many memorials created for those who have
died from AIDS or have been diagnosed with HIV and AIDS.

Vigil
Continued from pg 1
Standing near the Health
Sciences Building was a young
woman, a Student Union
employee on her break, who
stopped the procession to ask if
there were extra candles so she
could join them. She walked
with the small group to the
Student Union.
Participants formed a circle
underneath a tree when they
reached the Spartan Memorial.

Renee Allen, one of t he Peer
Health Program coordinators
who planned the World AIDS
Day events at SJSU, said she
believed the Student Union
employee’s taking the time
during her break illustrated
the connection people share.
"The fact that young woman
took time to join us during her
break really proves the saying
that there are only six degrees
of separation between all of
us," Allen said.
The group then blew out
their candles and dispersed
into the night.

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) In
a flurry of charges and countercharges, the Republican presidential campaign took a turn for the
negative Wednesday on the eve of
a high-stakes debate.
With the top three candidates
previewing their strategies, Steve
Forbes aired his first critical
advertisements and called George
W. Bush’s new tax plan "something only the timid could love."
Bush dismissed Forbes with an
unusually personal barb: "He
likes to campaign by tearing people down."
And Sen. John McCain took a
subtle dig at the GOP front-runner by questioning Bush’s commitment to banning Internet taxation.
"They’re starting to tip their
hands about their plans for the
debate, and it sounds like it could
be a negative affair," said Dean
Spiliotes, professor of government
at Dartmouth College in New
Hampshire.
All six Republican presidential
candidates planned to attend
Thursday night’s debate in
Manchester, N.H. It will be the
fourth GOP debate, but the first
that really matters; Bush did not
attend the others.
Each White House hopeful has
something to prove.

Conservative activist Gary
Bauer, Sen. On-in Hatch of Utah
and former ambassador Alan
Keyes need a boost from the back
of the pack. The stakes are even
higher for Bush, McCain and
Forbes.
Bush hopes to show he has
what it takes to be president, following a series of foreign policy
gaffes and claims by rivals that he
is not ready for the job.
"In a funny way, the bar has
been lowered so much by Bush’s
critics that all he needs to do is
show up and he’ll surpass expectations," said David Carney, a
New Hampshire consultant.
The two-term Texas governor
delivered a policy address last
month, unveiled his tax-cutting
package Wednesday and reluctantly agreed to Thursday’s
debate all efforts to shrug the
"lightweight" label his rivals want
to stick on him.
The five-year, $483 billion tax
package targets low- and middleincome workers as well as the
rich, underscoring Bush’s promise
to be a "compassionate conservative."
It also is handy debate fodder
for Bush, who has been accused of
avoiding detailed policy discussions. "How about this for
specifics?" Bush asked. reporters

ed strategy shifts by both candiwith a wink and a grin.
He and Forbes attended a pan- dates, their advisers said aftercake breakfast for farming lead- ward.
Forbes plans to step up his criers, a low-key event that surprisingly yielded the sharpest tique of Bush’s record and policies,
hoping to improve his weak showexchange between the two rivals.
As Bush and a horde of jour- ing against Bush in polls. Bush,
nalists made their way to the mid- fearing that the millionaire pubdle of the dining room, Forbes lisher Forbes has the money to
ushered his much smaller scrum make accusations stick, will be
to the same spot. Shaking hands, more likely to respond to criticism.
The Texan also will try to inocthe foes wished each other luck in
ulate himself against attacks by
the debate.
The truce lasted less than 10 labeling any criticism "negative
seconds, when Forbes was asked campaigning."
Bush is relying on poll data
his opinion of Bush’s tax-cut plan.
"Something only the timid that suggest voters are tired of
could love simply more political political bickering. Many voters,
particularly in Iowa, recall Forbes’
expediency" he replied.
Bush was out of ear shot, but blitz of critical ads in 1996 that
the line was quickly relayed. "He staggered eventual nominee Bob
likes to campaign by tearing other Dole.
Bush will defend his record
people down," Bush said. "That’s
just not how I’m going to cam- and "might find it useful in a case
paign. Republicans will have a or two to say, ’Is this the kind of
politics you really want?" accordchoice."
"This is a guy who made his ing to an adviser, speaking on conreputation tearing down other dition of anonymity.
Forbes recently released two
people. Fm going to talk about
how I intend to make the economy critical ads, one questioning
better, how I intend to help people Bush’s commitment to retirees
on the outskirts of poverty," Bush and the other challenging his
said. "That’s how ni campaign. "compassionate conservatism"
And that’s how people in the slogan.
Comparing
policies
and
Republican party ought to camphilosophies is healthy, not negaPaige
That brief exchange highlight- tive, Forbes told reporters.

ad.
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Return completed quiz by
December 3, 3pm
to Peer Health Education
Program, Heakh Bu/Aling
Room 209 and receive
free gifts and prizes.

1

T or F

2

If you were infected with HIV. you might show symptoms
A. within few weeks
8 within a year
C. in 10 or mor years
D any of the above

a,\\Ot\-\.a,4i

,.At._;CAcg

AIDS is a disease without a cum spread mainly I
unprotected sex or sharing needles with
someone who has HIV

3 HIV is rra present in...
A. semen and vaginal secretions
B. sweat
C. blood
D. breast milk
4 T or F

Using protection such as a latex barrier when
engaging in sexual activity (vaginal, oral or anal
lowers the risk of HIV transmission

5. T or F

A ’rapid test’ is available for HIV testing
and can produce results in 5 to 30 minutes.

Need Extra ash For The Holidays??
Need part time work while in school?
looking to gain the experience you need to start on your career path/
Select Personnel can help you obtain your
career goals. We have a variety of positions
working at top companies.
call today and set up an interview with one of our Personnel
Supervisors, they will guide you in the right direction.

Select Personnel Services
(4081121-1601 Fax (4081121-2566
wwwselectpersennnel.com

oC

Nvckl.c

SELECT
PERSONNEL SERVICES

Sa-voars)aip
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s

CAege
The College of Applied
Sciences and Arts Alumni
Association, in cooperation
with the College of Applied
Sciences and Arts, will give
nine $500 undergraduate
student scholarships for the
1999-2000 academic year.
One scholarship will be
given to a major in each of
the following departments/
schools/programs:

,A,11

Administration of Justice
Health Science
Hospitality Management Program
Human Performance
Journalism & Mass Communications

..’

eh
Nursing
Nutrition & Food Science
Occupational Therapy
Recreation & Leisure Studies

The College of Applied Sciences and Arts’ Alumni Association has set the following
minimum scholastic standards (Grade Point Average or CPA) for applicants for this
Overall GPA of 3.0
award:
GPA at SJSU of 3.0
GPA in major of 3.0
In addition to meeting scholastic standards, the applicant must:
a) be enrollod in an undergraduate major (or be accepted in a program) in the
Applied Sciences and Arts
College
b) not be giaduating in the semester the award is given (Spring 2000)
c) have completed at least 12 units at SJSU

Deadlines
Friday, Feb.18, 2000
Friday, April 14, 2000
Monday, May 1, 2000

- Applications due to College office (MH 433) by 5pm
- Applicants notified of award
- Awards reception for scholarship recipients, 5-7pm

For more information:
call the College of Applied Sciences and Arts at (408) 924-2900
visit our website at http:/ /www.sjsu.edu/depts/casa/sciart2.html

Application forms available in each department office.
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Baptists ’Loving
Las Vegas’

Oakland gets ’N Sync

(AP)
VEGAS
LAS
Southern Baptists are looking at
Las Vegas as one of two cities to
be targeted by evangelists in
2001.
The designation means the
city could receive more than
1,000 Southern Baptist evangelists during the year. Boston was
the other city chosen for 2001.
Not all cities are happy about
being picked, however.
Last week in Chicago, which
along with Phoenix was chosen
as a Southern Baptist focus city
for 2000, an interfaith group of
39 religious leaders wrote a letter to the Southern Baptist
Convention asking them to
reconsider their decision to target their community.
"While we are confident that
your volunteers would come
with entirely peaceful intentions, a campaign of the nature
and scope you envision could
contribute to a climate conducive to hate crimes," said a
letter from the Council of
of
Leaders
Religious
Metropolitan Chicago.
The concerns were rooted in a
controversy over the Southern
Baptists’ recent publication of
prayer guides that some believe
suggests members of Jewish and

Gladys 114ondala / Spartan
boy -band ’N Sync sing "Here
Chris Kirkpatrick (center) and 1.
We Go" to an excited, sold -out c.i.Awd of screaming teenage girls

Monday night at the Oakland Arena. The group finishes its "Ain’t
No Stopping" U.S. tour in Honolulu.

Hindu faiths are somehow lacking in spiritual validity. Hindus
in Boston and Houston held
protests in November over the
guides.
A local Baptist pastor, however, said the concerns were
overblown.
"It’s misunderstanding and
miscommunication. We simply
want everyone to know about
God’s love, including Jews and
Hindus and everyone else," said
the Rev. Russ Daines, chapter
president and pastor of El
Camino Baptist Church in Las
Vegas. "All people have darkness
in their hearts until they receive
Jesus Christ."
The Nashville, Tenn. -based
Southern Baptist Convention is
the largest Protestant denomination in the U.S. with nearly 16
million members and 40,000
are
101
There
churches.
Southern Baptist Churches in
Valley.
Vegas
Las
the
The Strategic Focus Initiative
is a new plan aimed at spreading the faith in cities outside the
southeast, where the church is
most prominent.
Planning is already under
way on the 2001 missionary
campaign, which has been
dubbed "Loving Las Vegas."

Bloodied bodies on Internet give garners ’Unreal’ fun
By DS Perez
Daily senior itajf wriier

Game Review

Explosions. Screaming in hall
ways. Virtual mayhem. If yoo love
these kinds of things, you’re al toi
a treat this Christmas hen titsi I we)
great games are coming out
The games are tiir those who
own a PC or itsilac and like first
person 3D shooters slut] as
"Quake," "Doom" or "Colde)ne )
The obvious game is "quake
III," the latest addition to till. pl1phut the)
ular video game sc’rti’
other, "Unreal Tournament." could
be the breakthrough gall II’.
For those unfamiliar with the
above games, you set’ fruttn your
character’s perspective in a virtual
three-dimensional world. As you
move about the maze, your goal it
the "deathmatch" is simple: find
weapons, find your opponents and
shoot them before they sliiiot yon
The real appeal of these.
is that most of them can be play)))I
against other players 4/11 the
Internet.
"Unreal Tournament- had two
goals: to prove that thi
engine software( could be played
over the Internet
the Achilles’
heel of the original "I Tnrealwhich was prone to crashing or
freezing on the Net The other goal
was more ambitious. "Unreal
Tournament" promotes itself as
being able to provide the hectic
action of a Net game to a solo player without going online: one person against computer-controlled
opponents who can be just as

crafty as a human heing.
Iles it succeed ’ I /min right - this {tante rock . online :aid 0111irie..
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VIN REAL CASH
FIRST G %ME STARTS
2/1/2000
REGISTER RY
12/20/1999

To QUALIFY FOR
DOUBLE CASH AMOUNT
Think You’re Smart???

I I renstire.com

SPIKE & MIKES

SICK & TWISTED
FESTIVAL’" ANIMATION AI I. NEW FOR ’99
N

’rho test machine used in this
review shuddered a hit from the
latter setting, but handled the
glina smoothly.
speaking of smooth. the play on
the Internet is almost that on )1
56k modem. While opponents cao
jet by in a blink and gunfire( or
injuries might not register at
dines, "I inreal Tournament" manages to handle( stuttering and
slowdowns - known as "lag"
quite well Still. a cable modem or
local area network connection is
it elerahlt those with faster con
meet ions generally Inn(’ a clear
advantage in the matches.
Net games can be found with
the search engine included in the
game and statistics can be kept for
who aspire tip be professional
gainers or just want bragging
rights.
"Unreal l’ournament- has 12
difterent weapons and items such
as Ii portahli.
itsion device.
Favorite weanons are t he flak cannon, tla. ininigun :oil the
rocket/grenade launcher, but the
shock
sniper rine and the ripper blade gun are t ru e. a rt ist ii -kill
WI apOnS 110 11.1. to I/ 1.1111 kill
w tilt a head shot
"I ’meal
Teurnament" has location damage,
.), always aim for the head.
And tier those de.-aring mass
..irnage (or lacking skills). there’s
) nuclear missile launcher. Players
Hill I I, too popular if they use it
online and they’re more. likely to
kill themselves. In fact, ti’s quite
)))1sy to kill yourself with many of
11.1.11111111S, se/ 1 IN‘I’V’S a learning
)
erut ui in what to 11,e and when to
use.
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Special Event at the Towne!!
Sat. Dec. 4th at 10:00 PM
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Like many games in this genre,
Unreal Tournament" is quite violent. Players jiggle like( Jell-O
while being filled with lead or
scream in bloody agony while
being eviscerated by flak (with the
sounds of fleshy plops as body
parts sciitti.r across the floor).
Along with the( swearing from
die in -game taunts ("Die, bitch!"),
the violence( can be( tented down in
the( menus.
The garrie’s soundtrack has
good techno and industrial -metal
riffs, but it’s ignored in the closing
moments of a suspenseful one-onone stalking in a warehouse. And
it’s sometimes hard to hear over

on a train or a Normandy beach
invasion on an installation
straight out of the movie "The
Guns of Navarone" are examples.
"Unreal Tournament" also
offers an editor for those who want
to build their own maps, player
models or game rules.
The only setback to "Unreal
Tournament" could be the fact that
"Quake III" is days from hitting
the shelves and that game will
likely have a much more devoted
following playing it.
Still, "Unreal Tournament" may
be the most revolutionary game in
this genre since "Doom" carved its
niche five years ago. Like having
the sniper rifle butting into your
opponent’s chest, you can’t miss.

a marathon of Kavin Smith’s films

"

1

The real
appeal of
these games
is that most
of them can
be played
against other
players on the
Internet.

the mayhem.
System-wise, the game doesn’t
require a 3D graphics accelerator,
but it’s highly recommended not
only to take in the true beauty of
the "Unreal" engine, but to smooth
out play as well.
The interface of the game is
very easy to use, as the menus
mimic a Windows point-and -click
environment.
Environment is another beauty
of this game. The maps show off
the power of the Unreal engine
you can battle on a starship going
at warp speed, an urban ghetto or
the leaky holds of a pirate galleon.
You can choose any of the 50
maps offered and what kind of
game you want to play, such as
Domination, where teams must
control points on the map, or Last
Man Standing, where the goal is to
be that last man.
Rules like one-shot kills (good
for keeping skills up) or low gravity can be selected as well.
Finally, there’s Tournament
mode, where you can challenge the
bets in contests. Here, a rookie can
find a tutorial explaining the
basics of each game and tips to
improve their game.
The most fun game, however, is
the goal -oriented Assault. One
team defends areas while another
team attempts a commando-style
attack on maps that are innovative a helicopter-assisted raid
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BOYS DON’T CRY
417P.
We SWEAR
THIS yeses show
Is BETTER than
last mire)

’SEXUALLY EXPLICIT’
ADULTS ONLY!

TiEVEENROZ
LESLEY ANNWARREN

ROMANCE THE LIMEY
NEX T FRI

MY LIFE SO FAR

www.cameracinemas.com
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Mike Schank (left) and Mark
Borchardt sit in the front yard
contemplating the making of
"Northwestern." Borchardt is the
subject of Chris Smith and Sara
Price’s documentary "American
Movie," which won this year’s
Grand Jury Prize at the
Sundance Film Festival. The
photo, like the filmmakers, is a
little out of focus.
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Schwarzenegger’s
Box-Office flops
have seen their
’End of Days’

Phoro coutte8y of Sony Pi( tures

By Charmain Smith

Classics

Daily staff writer
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Ed Wood protØgØ arises
Hilarious documentary ’American Movie’ follows likeable filmmaker’s creation
-" By Lance Swanson
Daily entertainment editor

When we first meet amateur
filmmaker Mark Borchardt, the
subject of Chris Smith’s touching,
hilarious new film "American
Movie," he is in a pre-production
meeting for his Magnum Opus,
entitled "Northwestern." It is from
this moment that we know we are
looking at something special. We
are watching a man looking to
make his American dream come
true.
A great documentary about the
, struggle to make a film, "American
’,Movie" which won this year’s
Grand Jury Prize at the Sundance
, Film Festival is also a poignant
’ look at an eccentric family’s life.
That Mark and his family and
friends are doing this in
Menomonee Falls, Wis., rather
than sunny Hollywood, makes it
all the more interesting. How
’ much do most of us know about
’ how people in the Midwest live
their lives anyway?
’V The opening scene of Mark sets.
tang up the shooting schedule for
X "Northwestern" is a classic. It is
St dawn at a local office building;
Mark is having trouble with the
script, and his production team of
% friends is late for the meeting.
Mark, who’s a little bit hot-head1+4; ed, gets upset. By the time his
team shows up, it is clear that
they are not all on the same page
F.’ concerning the film and Mark cancels the meeting. The banter
N. among the crew is hilarious.
. .,
Mark decides to postpone pro-

duction
and
rewrite
the
"Northwestern" script, vowing
that it will be great.
Meanwhile, we get to meet
Mark "the person." We find out
that the 30-year-old Mark has
been making films since he was
14. What’s interesting is that he
looks at "Night of the Living Dead"
and "Dawn of the Dead" as his
inspiration.
He has been making blood fists

"Northwestern" made.
It is during this segment of tit..
film that we get to meet the eccentric friends and family of Mark.
His best friend Mike Schenk, a

But the most endearing
character aside from Mark in
"American Movie" is his 82year-old Uncle Bill, whom Mark
hits up for the financing of
"Northwestern."
largely unseen until "American
Movie" that include "The More,
the Scarier," "The Mad Doctor’s
Monster," "I Blow Up" and "The
More, the Scarier II."
By looking at these hilarious
clips from the above films, we realize that Mark is a late-’90s version
of Ed Wood. Not only are Mark’s
films bad, they’re so bad they’re
hilarious.
But that doesn’t stop Mark
from going after his dream. Upset
that production of "Northwestern"
has stalled, he gets the idea to finish a short horror film called
"Coven," sell 3,000 video units for
$45,000, and use the money to get

Apre8dit Portulttes esta/Primavera,
I \I’M
The Portuguese Studies Program i ISM’ Ili IIs
of instruction and offering the following course’s for tile Spring %ens’s( er2.( l01)

Elementary Portuguese
Intermediate Portuguese
Advanced Portuguese

Movie Review

Portuguese 113
Portuguese IOR
Port uguese 1018

This is a great opportunity to learn the language and ( (Mire of the
Portuguese speaking world in Europe. South Anterir,1 to anti
’This year, the Lusitania club will he raising funds to sponsor a
cultural tour to Portugal for the summer
For more info contact Dr. Virginia (la Luz Vieltai at (lit’ Foreign
Language Dept 924 4r)te or e24 4602

EARN EXTRA SPC FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

victim of an accidental overdose of
LSD that causes him to speak
extremely slowly, is an engaging
fellow. Mike’s philosophical contemplations on life are reason
enough to see "American Movie,"
and he wrote and performed all
the guitar music in the film.
Also wonderful are Mark’s
mother and father, who have been
inundated with this madness for
the majority of their lives, and lovingly encourage Mark.
But sometimes they are not too
adept with the hand-held camera
that Mark makes them use to
shoot his films.
But the most endearing charac-

ter aside from Mark in "American
Movie" is his 82-year-old Uncle
Bill, whom Mark hits up for the
financing of "Northwestern."
Bill is hilarious as Mark has
him do voice overs for "Coven." No
matter how many times Mark
tells Bill to yell "Jesus told me so,"
Bill can never get it right. By the
time Mark is on take 35 or so, Bill
has had enough and tells Mark to
take a hike. It’s a priceless
moment in a priceless film.
Director Chris Smith, who last
gave us the droll comedy
"American Job," has demonstrated
with "American Movie" why documentary films are quite often
more involving than fiction ones.
They give us a compelling look at
t he struggles of ordinary people’s
I I,.
and we see ourselves on the
St_

ccun.

Mark Borchardt is currently
working on his fifth draft of
"Northwestern." God bless him.
LANCE’S
LIST
"American Movie"
Rated R
(language)
Directed and
Photographed by Chris Smith
Sound and Produced by Sarah
Pnce
Music by Mike Schank
With Mark Borchardt, Mike
Schank, Monica Borchardt and
Uncle Bill (no last name given)
Now playing in San Jose

5th Annual SJSU Staff Artique
Thursday December 2, 1999
Student Union
9:00 am - 4:00 pm

Join Us for this One bay
Event!
Come discover what the SJSU staff
do outside their 9 to 5 jobs. Over 30
artisans will be on hand for you to
find that perfect gift. Enjoy the
refreshments, enter to win a door
prize, and listen to the
SJSU Coraliers perform

www. BargainVillage.com

PARKING ATTENDANTS
Earn up to $15 per hour. We will work around your finals schedule.
People needed right away. FT/PT available now.Daytime and evening
hours (weekdays, weekends).Must have Ca. Driver’s license and
over 18 years old.

(408) 370-7755

APPLY NOW!
AUTI-IENTIC ITAI IAN

Cl !NM-

Vittorto S
Italian Ristorante
(408) 293-3654

601 N. 4TH STItEET
SAN JuSE, CA 95112

t tiou - 2:00 PM
Vinare: 5:00 - 9:00 PM
5.00 - 9:30 PM
SAtntay:
u
Chard on gunday

CORNER OF 4TH & JACKSON

STREET

SJSU Marketplace (free)
BargainFinder-Get the Lowest Price
Net Forum - 3,000 Research & Study Topics...
SchoolEmail Always frea_SaLvices fgr Students’
CHINESE CUISINE
FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Szechuan Ilisine
Box Lunches To Go
OPEN DAILY
Lunch and Dinner
11:30-9:00 PM
SUNDAY
CLOSED
Available
Catering

vv ’iv u’s 294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Rettueen 3rd and 4th Street

Another thousand years has
ended and Satan shall be loosed
upon Earth.
These words were the echoing
theme throughout the movie,
"End of Days," which should be
another box-office hit.
The new millennial thriller is
sure to surprise and entertain,
although the last half-hour of
the storyline is predictable.
"End of Days" tells the story
of Satan’s return to Earth to sire
the anti-Christ before the strike
of midnight on New Year’s Eve.
With a plethora of bizarre and
explosive incidents occurring in
New York City
within days
prior to the New Year’s celebration
no one is able to figure
out that there are supernatural
forces at work.
No one, that is, except for the
Crusaders of Christ who have
devoted their entire lives to finding the "chosen girl," Christine
York "Christ in New York"
(Robin Tunney), before the last
dreadful hour of New Year’s Eve
in which Satan (Gabriel Byrne)
can impregnate her.
Enter
Arnold
Schwarzenegger, who plays the
broken-hearted suicidal cop
Jericho Cane, who must come to
her rescue. Unlike his typical
macho,
shoot-anything-thatstands-in -his-way persona he
often portrays in movies,
Schwarzenegger must take on a
different role this time. The only
way he’ll be able to defeat the
ultimate evil enemy is with faith
not artillery.
The movie plays on the fears
society has about what the new
millennium will bring and will
leave you questioning where you
really want to be celebrating the
fateful night to come.
Director Peter Hyams incorporates great special effects and
technographics for several stellar scenes.
And if the storyline doesn’t
provoke fear in your heart, then
the eerie musical score composed by John Debney will definitely leave you squirming in

Movie
Review
your seat.
Schwarzenegger’s
performance is phenomenal as he
moves back into a more actionbased role. His cohort, Tunney,
also delivers an incredibly
believable role. Through all the
chaos and vengeance Satan
delivers to them, they rely on
each on other for support, guidance and protection as they battle against evil.
And no one other than Byrne
could have been better cast to
portray Satan, with his dark and
mysterious charisma, debonair
smile and devilish good looks.
Other cast members include
Kevin Pollak as Chicago, Cane’s
good friend and side-kick; CCH
Pounder as Margie Francis, a
street tough detective who Cane
feels he can trust; and Rod
Steiger as Father Kovak who
tries to convince everyone the
only way to defeat Satan is with
faith, not by killing Christine.
Whether you’re a believer in
religious predestination, or
unsure of what the new millennium will bring, "End of Days" is
sure to have an effect on anyone
who goes to see it. This movie, at
the very least, would make for
an entertaining break from
finals.

MOVIE
FACTS
"End of Days"
Rated R
(language and violence)
Directed and photographed by
Peter Hyams
Written by Andrew W. Marlowe
Score by John Debney
Production design by Richard
Holland
With Arnold Schwarzenegger,
Gabriel Byrne, Robin Tunney,
Kevin Pollack and C.C.H. Pounder
Now playing all over San Jose

Make A bifference
by running for

Associated Student
Government Office!
Applications Available
Wednesday, January 26, 2000 in the
Associated Students Government 0,17c
(upper level of the Student Union).
For more Information, call 14081 924-5955.

Roberts Bookstore
will help you pay for
next semester’s textbooks
Sell your textbooks at Roberts
Bookstore from December 10th through
December 20th and receive an extra
buyback buck for every book sold.
fekt Bookstore, Inc.
. 330 South 10th Si. across from Allen Hall
Serving SJSU since 1958

.
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Red-headed stepchild
By Jason Stull
milymifftwiter
Despite a 25-5 overall record
tind a second-place, 11-3 Western
Athletic Conference record, San
Jose State University’s volleyball
team will not play in the NCAA
postseason tournament.
This season’s record eclipsed
SJSU’s 21-12 record from last
season, which helped that team
reach the NCAA Division I tournament.
The team’s bid for the postseason rested in the hands of an
NCAA selection committee made
up of coaches and NCAA officials, which votes in teams for
t he tournament each year.
University of Hawaii, winner
t if the WAC this season, gained
an automatic berth in the postseason because of it’s 14-0 record
in the WAC, and 27-1 overall.
In past seasons, the committee has seen fit to nominate at
least one other team from the
WAC for an at-large spot in the
tournament.
But not this year.
"The committee looked at a
number of criteria when considering the won-lost and strength
of schedule of each team consid,.rpd," stated Chris Pohl, champiip specialist for NCAA
I ivision I Volleyball in an e-mail.
Pohl also mentioned "individual accomplishments" referring to Joslynn Gallop’s and
Craig Choate’s recent honors
as aspects of a team’s bid which
are not significant.

Natasha Johnson’,
San Jose State d
University
women’s basketball guard,
attempts to drive
past Santa Clara
defender Katie
Pursley
Wednesday at the
San Jose Arena. .
Johnson’s 10
points were not
enough to win the ,
Mayor’s Cup as
.
the Spartans fell to
the Broncos 79-51.

"San Jose State was evaluated on all the criteria and
although (the team) performed
well in many areas, in the final
analysis, compared to the other
at-large teams being considered
... the committee determined
that other at-large teams would
be selected to the championship,"
Pohl continued.
Santa Clara’s team, which
competes in the West Coast conference, earned an at-large berth
with its 20-10 record. University
of San Diego won its at-large
spot in the West Coast conference with a 22-5 record.
SJSU beat both teams in it’s
meetings with them this season,
sweeping Santa Clara in three
straight games and beating san
Diego 3-1.

Year Awards
Senior middle blocker Joslynn
Gallop was named WAC coPlayer of the Year in a poll of
WAC coaches along with
Hawaii’s Heather Bown.
Gallop led the conference this
season in hitting percentage at
.388 and in kills with 5.62 per
game. Gallop and senior setter
Michelle Sarkees were named first
team WAC All-Conference team.
In addition, head coach Craig
Choate was named WAC Coach
of the Year. The team’s 25-5
record was the best in four years,
and its 25-win total is the best
since 1986, when the team won
28 matches. The honor is
Choatv’s first.

By Clarissa Aljeniera
Dadriulwriter
A lack of communication by the
Spartans was just a lowlight during a 28-point loss to Santa Clara
University Wednesday.
Amid horrible shooting, lack of
rebounding and emotion, the San
Jose State University women’s
basketball team saw six players
on the court with three guards
looking at each other after a 20second timeout midway through
the second half.
"With six people on the court, it
was a lack of communication,"
said Natasha Johnson, one of
those Spartan guards. "The player
didn’t say sub out (after the time
out)."
The faux pas didn’t lend itself
to a night that saw SJSU shoot 30
percent from the field during the
first half.
"The first half we did well," said
Janice Richard, the SJSU head
coach. "We moved well offensively."
The good play ended after the
first 10 minutes of the game.
SJSU only managed to score two
points, both off of free throws, for
the remainder of the period.
"With 11 minutes remaining,
we hit a wall and didn’t score,"
Richard said.
SCU capitalized with driving
layups and hitting two threepointers to take the commanding
lead of 36-17.
It wasn’t the SCU offense that
killed the Spartans, though, it was
the little things that tore apart
the Spartans.
"There were too many little
breakdowns which caused us to
turnover (the ball)," center Sasha
Spalding said.
The Spartans committed 14
turnovers in the first half and 13
in the second half for a total of 27.

4ro

Gladys Mondala /
Spartan Daily .

The lack of communication on
the court and the number of
turnovers committed by each
team, SCU had 20 in the game,
made some Spartans question
their team’s heart.
"We need to come out with
more heart and determination."
Spalding said pointing to her
team’s effort in its 68-62 win
against Sonoma State ITniversity,
where the center said her team
was ready to play.

Richard said SJSU was primed
to pull an upset against the
Broncos with the victors facing
UC Berkeley Thursday.
But, the inability to procure
the little things such as crashing
for offensive rebounds and boxing
out defensively, quickly extinguished any hopes of a Mayor’s
Cup win.
"I’m really disappointed we
could have taken a win against
SITU. We needed to play with

intensity,"
guard
Natasha,
Johnson said.
Johnson and Spalding corn,
mented that their team played
harder against each other in prac;
tice than in a real game.
"We need to carry that to the’.
game more," Spalding said.
It is intensity and carrying a’ high level that will make the teani,’
successful, Richard said.
But, having an extra guard on
the court wouldn’t be bad either. ’
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Charity ends Mayor aspirations
By Mike Osegueda
Daily staff writer
If overconfidence was the nail
in the coffin for the men’s basketball team Wednesday, the hammer
that pounded those nails deep
enough to crack the coffin’s wood
was free-throw shooting.
Head coach Steve Barnes said
his 3-0 San Jose State University
team walked into the San Jose
Arena to face the Santa Clara
University
with
confidence
beyond what their record
deserves. The result was a 50-42
loss to the Broncos in sixth-annual Mayors’ Cup.
"We let the success get to our
heads," Barnes said. "Coming out
that way, it (the loss) was just
going to happen."
It wasn’t just the big heads
that gave the Spartans their first
loss of the season, it was the lack
of clutch shooting down the
stretch.
"You just can’t afford to miss
free throws," Barnes said.
Forward Eric Griffin missed
four from the stripe in the final
three minutes. Add those to a miss
from Darnell Williams, and the
45-36 deficit the Spartans faced
with 1:30 left to play could have
become only four points.
Under those circumstances, the
three-pointer Jacob Poole hit with
nine seconds to play could have
made a difference, instead it was
too little, too late as the clock ran
to zero.
"I don’t think we had the
aggressiveness we had in the last
three games," said forward Ben
Sanders, who missed 4-of-5 free
throws himself.
; The lack of shooting, which
wasn’t just from the free throw
line, was something that Barnes
pointed to as reasons for the loss.
The Spartans shot only 25.5 percent from the field and a mirroring 25 percent from three-point
range.
, The number of three-pointers
shot, 16, was an indicator of a lack
of intensity on offense, Barnes
said.
"We just tip-toed in there,"
Barnes said. "We didn’t attack the
goal."
Neither the Broncos nor the
Spartans put on a shooting clinic
in the first half. Shots weren’t
falling for either squad as SJSU
shot 28 percent from the field and
the SCU shot 37.5. After 6-foot-8inch Jamie Holmes muscled
through the lane to put SCU up
14-7 with 7:12 to go in the first
half, Barnes took a timeout.
It didn’t slow the Broncos
down, as they came out of the

Spartan forward Eric Griffin attempts a shot against Bronco forwards Chris Gomes
and Jamie Holmes and guard Brian Jones during the first period of Wednesday’s
huddle with a 6-0 run that put
them up 20-7.
SCU’s center David Emslie put
up four quick points on a hook
shot and two free throws. Then,
after Brian Jones took a charge
from Spartan guard Ben Sanders,
SCU came back down the court.
Jones missed a three from the top
of the key, but Holmes was underneath to tip in the miss. He finished as SCU’s leading scorer
with 12.
Williams, who led SJSU with
15 points and 13 rebounds,
promptly came down to end the
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connecting with two free throws,
he took an assist from Poole and
hit a trey to put the Spartans back
within 10, 35-25. Powell ended the
evening with nine points and two
assists.
Following a missed three-point
attempt, the Spartans got two
more points from Williams at the
free throw line to close within
eight, but Nathan Fast countered
with a three-pointer with 8:38 left
in the game to push the Broncos
lead back above the 10-point margin, 38-27.
Holmes then took over for SCU

after Landram hit two free throws
for the Spartans. The forward
went on a personal 5-0 run to put
the Broncos up 43-29 with just
under five minutes left to play.
Landram, who finished with 8
points, drilled one from threepoint range and Williams added
two more free throws to put SJSU
within nine, 43-34. But it was
then that the Spartans got their
chance at the line, but just couldn’t hit the mark.
"We just got out of our game,"
Barnes said. "So far (this season)
we’ve been in our game."
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three seconds left on the clock.
But, it was another story in the
second half as the Broncos came
out after the half and increased
their lead. Jones hit a layup and
Wuschnig canned a jumper from
the middle of the key to put them
up 30-16.
After a Spartan timeout, the
team got its first points of the
quarter. Powell found an open
Sanders under the hoop for a
layup.
As the Spartans began to chip
away at the lead, it was Powell
who was in the driver’s seat. After

Look to your future!
Earn a
Bachelor of Science
in Nursing.

I Have you checked the classifieds?!

boo

run with a jumper. After i hi eked
shot by Kevin Blunt. forv.ard
Landram hit a three-pointer to
hritu, the Spartans back to within
eight, 20-12, with 3:27 let) in the
Ii, lf
5(1’lplickly widened the .-ap
again cc tli help from 0 rvo
guard Brian Volta. Vaka (fro% the
lane and fed a no-look pass to
Todd Wuschnig. On the Broncos’
next possession. Vaka sliced the
lane again for a finger roll.
The Spartans went into the
half down 26-16 Mllow in: a
juniper from R.J. Powell e.tb

Aimee Santos / Spartan Daily
game against Santa Clara University at the San Jose Arena. The Spartans lost to
the Broncos 50-42,
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Prepare lot an exciting, high demand career with
technology for the next millennium.

Sign up now.

Confused about something?
Video lectures from our great teachers will help
you understand that stubborn concept you’ve
been struggling with all semester.

Can’t make office hours?
Our site is available 24/7. Fire off a question
to one of our tutors and we’ll reply in a
matter of hours.
Want to take a mock final?
We’ll build you a customized exam covering
only the topics you need to know. See how
you’ll score BEFORE it counts.
Full membership
Is 57.95/week.

Lots of
FREE stuff.

Sign up now and
get 25% off.

In the registration process you will be asked for a "coupon code".
Enter the word ’PAPER’ to get 25% off. Offer expires 12/31/99.
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Open your mind. Clear your brain. Get control of
your life with ThinkLink, a free service that gives
you control over your phone and messaging
needs. Get voicemail that you can access over
the Internet or phone, your own local number,
and a personal 800 number that’s yours for life.
air
We also offer 5 e a minute calling that’s billed

doo".../

directly to your credit card. The time has come
for change. Liberate your frontal lobe.

See our reps on campus this week
and sign up for free.
Thinallnk calling is provided by thinlaink seam partner CO.Tbinklink prohaes phone to phone robs over Internet protatol warp

ThinkLink
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The SPARTAN DAILY
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thee any guarantee knplled. The
dangled columns of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and ofleilegs ale not approved Or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
P/T NANNY for 4 yr. old Twins.
Hours flexible. Approx 15-20 hours
per week. inducting 1 eve. Must be
energetic and love pets. 270-4041.
TEACHER/AIDE NEEDED, FT/PT
XInt Benefits. Redmond Child
Dev Ctr, please call Evelyn at
408268-5165.
RECEPTIONIST- Si SYMPHONY
PT (M-Th, 8:30-1:00) Answer
phones, gen. clerical, $7/hr. Call
Kristin 287/383 x239.
EXCELLENT compensation for
marketing college products at
best prices. Go NOW to: http://
www akademos .com /ca mpus rep
TEACHERS PRESCHOOL, mmed.
opening 12 ece units req. FT/PT.
great benefits & salary, please call
Gail at 408-978-1116.
PART TIME NANNY for great kids,
2-3 days per week. Hours & days
flexible. You drive, we pay $8/hr.
Call Brigid at 408-265-1678.
EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS
At Bnght Horizons, we are seeking
talented and caring child care
professionals to join our growing
network of Family Centers. FT
opportunities with Infants Preschool, S/A & Subs. We
offer competitive salaries and an
excellent benefit package to
include tuition reimbursement.
Join us in working with tomorrow’s
leaders at our state of the art
facilities where children as well as
careers fourish. Call Toll Free
877-339-9091.
.wny . bright hon zon s .com
CALEED BANK-200 W TAYLOR ST
S1(408) 286-3334 CALL DARLENE
Cust serv rep P/T w/benefits
Exp. Cash handling/windows NT
HOUDAY CASH
No Experience Nec.
Will Train! Long Term Posilities
2-3 K/mo,potential. Call Wy now
4082434104.
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL UFE’S
College Career/Internship Night
Thurs. Dec. 9th from 6pm-7:30pm
For more info or to RSVP, call
535-5715.
TUTORS NEEDED in elementary
(2) and higher level Math (1). Pay
$20/hr, flex hrs. Exp. in tutoring a
must. For details A-OK Tutoring,
408:3638902.
WANTED DRIVERS, FIT, P/T
Monday through Friday, good
schedules. Your vehicle with clean
DMV & ins. Economy car or pickup w/shell. Call Gold Rush
Express (courier/messenger) local
and Bay Area jobs. 408-2927300. Visit at 706 E. Gish Rd.,
San Jose. Ask for Jr or Sr. Excellent pay/benefits and $200 hiring
bonus: 1/2 now and 1/2 after 90
days.
AUTISM ASSISTANT
STUDENTS NEEDED TO WORK
with our 3 yr old mildly autistic child.
We have an intensive home program based on applied behavior
analysis & the skillful use of
Positive reinforcement (Lovaas
Method).
Professional training will be
Provided by Autism Partnership.
Academic credit may be avail.
Flex hours: Mornings, Afternoons,
Evenings or Weekends
Located in San Jose. near Evergreen
Valley College. Please call Manju
at 403270-4219.
STUDENT UNION JOB OPENINGS!
Looking for a great place to work?
The Student Union. Inc. has the
following student opportunities
available:
Graphic Designer
Information Services
Lifeguard Aquatic Center
Fitness/Entry Assistant
Sport Club
Office Assistant - Event Services
Maintenance Assistant
Student Union
For an application, please stop by
the Student Union Administration
Office on the 3rd floor of the
Student Union Bldg, Room 315,
Monday Friday, 9am 5pm (we’re
open during lunch too!)
$1500 WEDtLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call 202452 5901
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BEN/ED TUTORS to work with REPUTABLE MONTESSORI has SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring LAW orwcE. DRIVER POSMON,
children with Autism. Majors: Psy. openings for followsiaswions: Preschool & School Age Asst. Flexible hours. Pay is S8/hr. Car &
Directors, Teachers and Aides. gas provided. Need good driving
Soc. Child Des, Sp Ed, Ed. No DAYCARE STAFF
experience required. Flexible hours.
Part-Time (2:30-6:30). Working PT & FT with excellent benefits record. Call 244-4200.
Call 370-1877 x 29.
competitive pay. 408-218-5208.
with elementary aged children.
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
& LOVE CHILDREN??
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
Full or Part -Time. Must have
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR/
TOP PAY!
looking for a Daycare Assistant
HOST - FT & PT positions avail. 6 ECE units.
temp/pent,
Immediate
required.
6 ECE units
Busy family style restaurant in Contact Usa at 40&723-6140
GRADUATING IN DECEMBER?
substitute positions as
Children 2 - 6 years old. Contact
S’vale. All shifts avail. Flex hrs.
Variety of start-up companies
or
TEACHERS ASSISTANTS
Pascale at 408-615-1254.
$9.25 to start. Call Wendy
P/T INSTRUCTORS PARTY
interviewing for top talent.
at After School Programs.
408-733-9331.
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES, Graphic
Sales, Marketing & Engineenng
Day Care Centers. Etc.
Designers & Writers wanted for INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed
opportunities available.
(408) 866-8550
weekly newspaper. PT & Intern- & Regular Class $8.60-$11.52 hr.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT/SALES
Call us at 888.999.GRAD to
Saratoga School District,
Internet experience a must.
ship available. Call 408.928-1750
set up an appointment.
Cal 867-3424x504 for application
or fax resume to 408-928-1757.
$9.00 $11.50/hr bonuses.
wenv.ScholastIcRecrults.com
& information. Immediate Need.
SERVICES
raises. Great opportunity!
email: work@addr.com
El STARTUP - P/T telemarketer
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS! Data
needed. Good pay, flexible hrs, TEACHERS. AIDES and SUBS PREGNANT? FREE Welk in Teets
fax: (408)6151569
Entry. Medical Billing Co in Fremont.
friendly environment, growth opray. NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids? for problem pregnancies at the
Fax resume: 51.6623-0154 or call TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS Exp. required. Call 40132604733. Join the team at Small World Juan Diego Center 12 N. White
Munira at 510-6230151 for info.
Schools and get great experience Rd. off Alum Rock. Call 258-2008.
Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec. Dept
working with kids ages 5- 12.
ORNERY DINERS WANTED
Elementary Schcol Age Recreation
PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers PROF. WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm. M-F. A few
Earn $200 every weekend.
English, Spanish. Japanese
competitive pay, excellent training, Enhance Photography. 8 hours
positions avail approx 7arn-11am.
Must have reliable truck & ins.
$12/hr 408530-0563. Sunnyvale Xlnt salary. no ECE units req.
and a fun work environment. coverage. 170 prints. 1 11x14, &
Lifting required.
California Language Center
FT and PT available. Call (408) lngagement Sitting included.
408-292-7876
Call Janet 354-8700 x223.
$950.00. Call 408-723-8053.
283-9200 ext. 21.
BAMBOOLA is seeking energetic
ACUFACTS SECURITY
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS Si Area
employees for various positions.
DEBT PROBLEMS?
Clerical, Technical, Full-time, DIRECT SALES MARKETING,
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS!
Please apply in person at 5401 Full & part-time positions available Call Lupe 408/942-8866 or email International Golf Co. SJSU REDUCE your monthly bills up to
Camden Ave. San Jose 95124.
location. 810-830 per hour, part 60%. CONSOLIDATE your bills
lupe@electronixstaffing.com.
Paid training
or full time. Morning or afternoon. (credit cads, student loans. medical,
Excellent benefits
cars. IRS) into ONE LOW monthly
SECURITY GUARDS
Call 971-1645.
LIBRARY
No experience necessary
payment. FREE CONSULTATION.
Full-Time/Part-Time
Apply in person at
Full-Time / Part-Time Positions
SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS 408-278-1500 / 800-774-7977
$9- $10 To Start
555 D Meridian Ave. San Jose
Available Throughout CA.
wanted. Fun environment, close to GEFS, Inc. 12 S. First St. Ste. 406
Start Today / Hiring Bonus
Or call Laune at 408-286-5880.
Librarians, Assts. & Clerks
San Jose, CA 95113.
Join Our Team
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex
Library Education/Experience.
Atlas Security and Patrol
EARN EXTRA CASH $
Visit us at www.aimusccom hours. Central YMCA 2981.717x34.
WRMNG HELP:
(408) 972-2099
Up to $600/month
Highest quality writing, editing,
Become a Sperm Donor
TELEMARKETING Part/Full-Time DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS,
ghostwriting. Essays, application
VALET PARKERS - Part-time. Healthy males. 19-40 years old Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly
TEACHERS, & AIDES
statements, reports, etc.
evenings & weekends in Los
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5 Thinking about a career working
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
Contact California Cryobank
blocks from SJSU. Near light rail. with children? The YMCA of Santa
(510) 601-9554 or
Media Promotions 408-494-0200. Clara Valley is now hiring for
neat in appearance with good
650-3241900, M-F. 8-4:30.
email bolickflbest.com
Preschool & School-Age Childcae
customer service skills. Must be
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
able to drive a 5 speed and have TEACHERS P/T ESL, Spanish. GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP Centers in San Jose, Cupertino,
a valid CDL. Immediate opening & Japanese. Chinese teachers for needed for small, exclusive shop Santa Clara. Los Gatos. Saratoga,
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN?
flexible schedules available. Earn adults & kids. Elementary Phonics, and kennel. PT, Tons-Sat. Must be Campbell, Evergreen. Milpitas &
Only $57.00 per year.
$10 to $15 per hour. Please call Reading. Math. Experience & reliable, honest, able to do physica Berryessa. Full and part-time
Save 30%-60%
1-925-2161232. Golden Gate Valet training preferred. Good pay. vak. BE. vaxiarg w/dogs preferred, positions available. Hours flexible
on your dental needs.
Language 2 Academy, 5965 but will train. Great oppty for dog around school. Fun staff teams,
call 1-800-655-3225.
to
great
experience
in
working
with
For
info
resume
Almaden
Expressway,
hr.
Can
FAX
Suite A. lover! $6.50
BICYCLE MESSENGER
children, career advancement,
Fax: 408-323-8288.
4C6/377.0109 or Call 371-9115.
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
and
good
training
opportunities.
Great for Students!
Teachers require minimum 6 units
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
MMEDWURNG
SECURITY
Serving Downtown SanJose.
in ECE, education, recreation,
to get $$ PAID Si
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Inner City Express.
psychology, sociology, physical 3 BR. PVT BA. BLSM/85 Quiet
to lose up to 30 lbs.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. We will train you. Student Friendly.
education and/or other related F/N/S/D $600/mo + 1/3 util.
in the next 30 days.
F/T, P/T, Weekdays & Weekends.
fields. Please call Beth Profio at $250 dep. 408-578-6371.
Natural. Guaranteed.
Swing & Graveyard Shifts.
FAMILY FUN NIGHT Coordinator
408-291-8894 for information and
Call (408)793-5256.
Flexible Schedule.
Looking for fun self-starter to head
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
locations.
408-247-4827
the YMCA Friday Family Fun Night
Fun & friendly environment
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
program. Minimum 10 hours per
week with flexible weekday admirv CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC. Part-time work available with ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY 5 Minute walk to campus
flexible hours 15-30 hours/week) PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, and Wellequipped Kitchen
offers positions for:
istration time. Must have good
Reschool Tea:hers and Aides. F/T & Computer & Study rooms
Internships possible
communication skills with children Directors Assistant Directors
P/T positions available. Substitute 2 Pianos and Game rooms
All majors may apply
Teachers Teacher Aides
and adults. 298-1717 x34.
Scholarships awarded annually positions are also available that Laundry facilities
FT & PT opportunities available
E Liritg aie
&IiOnS
3554.
infant/toddler.
§oine
;
working
with
-TEACHER/TEACHER ASST. Come
o American & International
required for teacher positions but larkr:
Start at $13.10 base - appt.
join our team! NAEYC Accred Cntr preschool & school age children.
not required for Aide positions. Students
in Syle FT/PT. All ages. Exper/Ed CDI/CDC offers a competitive Earn $65 -$393 per week
Excellent opportunity for Child Call 924-6570 or stop by for a
Gain valuable experience in
preferred. Call Traci 245-7285.
salary. excellent benefits package
Development majors. Please call tour. 360 So. llth St. (Between
customer service & sales
to FT & PT employees and an
Cathy for interview at 2441968 or San Carlos & San Salvador).
enriching work environment. For No experience necessary
SPORTS IIINDED
fax
resume to 248-7350.
training
provided
Extensive
in:
centers
positions avail at our
$1-3K/mo. PT/FT
Leading nat’l sales & mktg firm San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Aftos, Endorsed by National
RENTAL HOUSING
EGG
DONORS NEEDED? All races.
Academic Advisory Board
seeking indivs w/ leadership skills Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
11am - 4pm Ages 21-30. Compensation $5,1:00.
to assist w/ expansion. Will train. Morgan Hill S, Redwood City CALL 979-9700
1 & 2 BDRM APTS.
Registry.
SPACIOUS
Fertility
OPTIONS National
www.workforstudents.com
call (408)371-9900 or
Call 408-260-7599
Live in luxury and walk to school!
1-800-886-9373
fa esu-nes to (408) 371-7685
We otter a pool, spa, sauna,
iwnviertilityoptions.com
TEACH DRIVING. Company car
e-mail: janderson@cdicdc.org
WANTED? PT & FT STAFF that
full grin, on-site management, all
want to have fun working for the For more info about CDI/CDC & Good Pay. After school wknds.
appliances included,central A/C.
THE OLD SPAIIETTI FACTORY
YMCA w/school age children. Good qualifications, call our 24 Hour HS grad. 18+. Call 971-7557
Now hiring for part time positions.
Stop by today for a tour.
pay, flexible hours, good benefits. Jobline @ 1-888-9-CDICDC. EOE wiwo.deluxedriving.com.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
We offer:
Call 408-257-7160 ext. 52.
THE COLONNADE
SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time Flexible schedules, day or evening,
CROCODILE CAFE
201 So 4th St. (408)279.3639.
a great environment with
SUMMER Management Program HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the (8-25hours/week) positions availexcellent
benefits.
agency.
serving
youth
Mall.
with
able
NOW HIRING FUTURE BUSINESS Crocodile Cafe in Valley Fair
$500 COTTAGE YARD PET OK
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
LEADERS. Marketing, Sales and Come join our talented team of Opportunities include gang prevenManagement Skills Trained. hosts, food runners, bussers, and tion specialist, after school coordi- We have Cu’ own training program!! $575 LARGE CLEAN STUDIO
Confidence, Leadership and servers. We’re always accepting nator (at-risk elementary & middle We are looking for neat, bright, & 2BR $750 LARGE YARD
Motivation Required. Salary range: applications. Please apply in school), data entry and admix enegeric pecrie in the foleving aeas: 38R $1050 LARGE CLEAN QUIET
Thurday, 2- 5pm. support. Bilingual Spanish a plus Food Server 121 or older please), 4BR $1500 GARAGE YARD
$5,000 (base) - $20,000 (summer) person Monday,
Salary $8 to $12 an hour. Hostess, Busser, & Kitchen Help. 5BR $1795 LARGE YARD PET OK
2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
1-8062959675
MORE AVAILABLE ALL AREAS
Apply in person
Resume and cover letter to Girl
www.varsitystudent.com
SECTION 8 OK
ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science Scouts of Santa Clara County - 2pm to 4pm, Monday thru Friday
408.244-2300 CALRENTALS.COM
Pedro,
San
Jose.
51
N.
San
Ave..
S.
Bascom
1310
MM,
car
&
Dept.
reliable
Need
programs.
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
exper. w/kids. Excellent pay! Will San Jose, CA 95128. AA/EOE
K-8 school seeks responsible
For Part-Tlme and
individuals for extended daycare. train. Mad Science 408/262-5437. Fax: (408) 287-8025 or Email:
Full-Time Positions, call
FOR SALE
asullivanegidscouts-gsscc.org
P/Tin the afternoon. No ECE units
HALLMARK
PERSONNEL
required. Previous expenence with PT CASH $1,000- $1,600/MO.
VIVASMART.COM
Fast placement, no fees
Looking for the ideal part-time EARN EXTRA SS FOR HOUDAYS
children preferred. Please call
Buy/Sell Your Stuff & More!
college pray, with great income. Valet parking attendants needed. Office jobs in local companies
2441968s 16
Bikes, Cars, Jobs, Roommates.
Students/grads/career change
FT/PT. Earn $8-$15 per hour
flexible hours? San Jose Area
Visit
SJSU’s FREE marketplace St
Hire
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct
work
will
Flexible,
(average).
firm
is
Marketing 8, Promotions
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
varav.vivasman.com
San Jose to San Mateo
around your finals schedule.
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools. looking for individuals to help out
Phone:
(650)
325-1133
money.
good
earn
of
fun
and
Lots
Degree / Credential NOT Required. in the following areas:
SELL YOUR STUFF1
Fax: (650) 325-3639
Call (408)867-7275. leave
Public Relations /Promotions
Opportunity for teaching exp. Need
ADVERTISE IN THE SPARTAN
iwnv.halimarkpersonnetcom
voicemail or email us at
Marketing /Sales
Car. VM: (408)287-4170 ext. 408.
DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
vorwv.corinthianparking.com.
Training /Recruiting
E0E/AAE
Please call for appt. 408-483-2573

FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CAI,I,

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Four
Three
Two
One
Days
Days
Days
Day
$11
$9
$7
3 lines
$5

Please check
one classification:

Nene
Five
Days
$13

Rate increases $2 for each ackfitional line Per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.
alFm.,1011.mWM
20 + consecutive issues: receive 10% off.
40 + consecutive issues: receive 20% off.
50 + consecutive issues receive 25% oft.
Local raise apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and 8.150 students, stall 1. faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge i.4 10 25 spaces.
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word.

mare.
Not Sloe

Zip cods

Prone
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spertan Dolly ossified*
Sin Jose State University
SanJose,CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in DvAght Bente’ Hall, Room 209.
In Deadline: 10:00 a.m. two weekdays before publication.
As ads are prepaid. No refunds on cancelled ads.
II Rates for consecutive publication dates only.
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277

_Lost and Found’
Announcements
_Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
_Events
_Volunteers
_For Sale
_Autos For Sale
Electronics
_Wanted
_Employment
_Oppodunioes

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Reel Estate
Services
HealtMEleauty
Sports/Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing
Scholarships

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3prn. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.

State

University

FAX: 408-924-3282

HELP ME?
I own two successful businesses.
Need help with one. If you have
an extra 6-10 hrs/wk and could
use an extra S500-$1000/mo.
I can use your help. Interest in
sports nutrition a plus.
Call 408-483-2573

_____
L RATES
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCA

Jose

INSURANCE

MEAUTUAMNali

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 wars
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
’Good Rates for NoryGood Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
-Good Students" "Educators"
-Engineers" "Scientists"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIC.ATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

IlEAUTY CLUB: 505 S. 10th St.
0205. Hair cut as low as $6.
1 free cut for every 10 visits. $15
for full-set nails. 408-993-2250.
(corner of 10th & Williams)

BEST RATES ON
AUTO INSURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Driver Refused
4x4’s
Accidents
Cancelled
Tickets
D.U.I.
S.R . Filing
Good Student Discount
Call us now
408-244-9100
8am 8pm Mon - Sat
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
nafgee@aol.com

FREE ORM CONTROL for women
indudes pregnancy team MN tea
ing, pap smear testing. Emergency
Contraception, physical exams. STD
screening, birth control pills. DepoProvera shots. condoms, etc.
ABSOLUTELY CONRDENTIAL AND
FREE. Available 7 days a week by
appointment. Ask for Dr. Nunez:
408-942-0980 or 510/97-6560.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San lose.
247-7486
www.bworks.corn/elec/
practice/briseno.htrn
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back Chest- Lip
- Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 price If
made before 12/31/99.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Axe. #17, Crtibl.
(408)379-3500.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
TERM PAPER, THESIS?
Seamh the critically acclaimed.
Pulitzer prize winning
Christian Science Monitor
archives online at:
www.csmonitor.com
YOUR PERSONAUTY &nominee
your success: relationships.
school, future! Call 800-755-8003
for free personality and IQ testing.
ADVERTISERS - Coupon Book
forming 10.000 copies, $350 gets
you in. Also Computer Services:
WP, DTP, Graphic Design. Web
Pages. Custom Photo T-shirts.
Color Photo Business Cards, etc.
Commission Sales Jobs, too!
408-287-9158
http://rnembers.aol.com/funkeyjim

umfm
8I-LINGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
Statistics Trig - Calculus
Physics: Mechanics- Electric
SAT GED - CBEST - ESL - TOEFL
Computer Vis.Basic, Vis.C++
Spanish: All levels
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
Email: tutor90763@aol.corn

WORD PROCESSING

PROFESSIONAL Word Process.*
Theses. Term Papers, Resumes,
IT’S ABOUT HAPPINESS
Grow Projects. etc.
you!
freedom.
It’s
about
It’s about
All formats, specializing in APA.
’WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?" Find
"WHAT
IS
Micro/mini
tape transcription. Fax.
out for yourself. Order
Experienced, dependable.
SCIENTOLOGY?" And get your
quick return.
FREE personality test. Call Ilene at
the Church of Scientology,
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
1-800-293-6463.

Daily
ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1 Like water duck’s back
5 Fragment of
pottery
10 Fret -party attire
14 Grumbler
15 Shinbone
16 Undo
17 Beneficiary
18 Kingdom
19 Org.
20 Earnest
22 French pirate
leader
24 Flop
25 Card game
26 Looser
30 Furniture style
34 Govern
35 Yoga position
37 Valley
38 Lyric poem
39 Sweet potato
40 Hall-of -Famer
Ott
41 Columbus’ ship
43 Pointed remarks
45 Breakfast, e.g.
46 Hide
48 Confronts
aggressively
50 FI.N.’s specialty
51 NATO relative
52 Goulash
seasoning
56 Citrus fruit
60 Aunt Bee’s
nephew
61 Kind of eclipse
63 Persuade
64 Exploits
65 Make speeches
66 Bring in. as
salary
67 Dowels
68 Stared
en -mouthed
69 Mattress

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

OMMM WIMP 00010
MOM MOHO MWOM
MOM@ MMOMM MOM
MMUUMMDMO 0001010
MOD
DOM
MMEIMOOM MMOMUMM
MB10100 UNCIM IMMO
MOM
ORMMIll
MOM
MOO IMMO MMMUM
RIMMOMUM MWOOMMM
DOW
MUM
MODOU ONMMUUMMM
URDU IMMO HOMO
MOM MUM ODOM
OIMMO 0010100 MUM
0 1999, Undo] Featun SynOcado

support
DOWN
1 Publisher
Adolph 2 On the house
3 Just
4 Condense
5 Apple dessert
6 Scurries
7 Arab’s robe
8 Small stream
9 Harms
10 Coached
11 Expel
12 Heart
13 "Green Gables"
heroine
21 ’Yes, Henri"
23 Pear-shaped
fruit
26 Wild horse
27 Sound
28 Ms. Close
29 Shade of blue

30 Ballroom dance
31 Signatures
32 Part of an
athletic shoe
33 Shouts
36 Paving material
42 Streep or Hawn
43 Accumulation
of work to do
44 Cleaned
45 Nagle Sophia,
and others
47 Yalie
49 Machine part
52 Serve the wine
53 Lhasa 54 Spotted. as a
horse
55 Emanation
56 Singer Smith
57 River that flows
to the Caspian
58 Tel Mahal site
59 Canvas
shette
62 Forty winks

MONO
UM= UMMEM MUM
ME= 11111=11 UMME
MINIM= MIMI=
BIM
OMR
diddlIMMA WIIIMMEMW
ME= Mid= AM
MU
MINI
WWI
MEM
AWN MEW
INIMEMOM IMAM=
dU.
mammailUUUg
IMMO IMAM dB=
I/1M MIMI AIRIM
MIMI AMIN WM
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